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SPECIAL DEMONSTRATION
TRAIN HERE NOV. 17th.

Santa Fe Educational Train Visited By

Basketball Game.
Last Friday afternoon,

,

the

Boys Basket Ball team of Tjie
Clovis High School, rather "Put
it over" the Hereford Team.
Although tha score does not ex

actly indicate it, the fact remains that? the locals wiped up
the ground .floor of the "Arena
with their opponents. The game
Despite unfavorable weather Aunnda Stoltzfus presided in started off with t rush and it was
conditions, the .people of CI vis the domestic science car, giving not a minute until Dick Noble
and
lecture dropped the sphere through the
and surrounding country dem- demon.strational
onstrated the spirit of accom-- work on better home topics. loop for the first score of the
ishment, by turning out .to These ladies are fully prepared game. Others fallowed suite
the stop of the Educational for the missionary endeavors working the ball with great freResult of Curry County
special, here Monday forenoon. of the train, and led their hear- quency toward the Clovis goal.
Local and Personal
Spelling Contest.
No other venture in this Jine ers into fields of increased pos A great many fouls were called
Reu Goodrum. Dist. No. 49 of educational work by the Sin-t- a sibilities in the home. The pur on both sides. For Hereford,
Fe System has ben so com- pose of this work from the view the free throwing was well
Grady, N. M., 99 per cent.
Born. To Mr. and Mrs. Carl
plete as this one. The train is point of the ladies is to so ad done as is shown by the fact Brock a 10 lb boy. Sunday.
7th grade) age 14.
Mamie Goodrum, Dist. No. 4 made up of ten cars, three of minister the affairs of the home, that 12 out of their 16 points
The basket ball game Friday
Han between Hereford and Clovis
Clovis. N. M. 96 per cent (7th these being used for lectures that there will be greater" effi were made in this way.
grade) age 11.
ard Lujiiies.s purposes, the oth- ciency, conuort and elogance, Clovis been able to do as well resulted in a score of 17 to 26
Paschal Hines. St. Vrain. 05pct er being laden with supplies, and that with a decreased out- in this department they could in favor of Clovis.
Amy Anderson. Havener, 93 '' silos arid silage machinery and lay of time, labor and money. have counted a full ten points
Next Thursday is Thanksdairy cows and Not only the talks of the lect- more. However, it was not
(No name signed) Melrose 92 " eauioment.
giving day and many fine turCarrie Blassingame, Clovis 91 " dairying equipment. Poultry urers were found to be of inter- necessary.
keys are already in evidence,
The local team played good
85
Leo Brady, Melrose,
and poultry house and farm est, but the interior ef the specMr. and Mrs. Arthur McLean
ial coach for ladies was lined basket ball from start to finish,
Wayne McCluskey, Clovis 84
equipment.
Saturday for Monette, Mo.,
left
Melrose 83
Wm. Noffsker
While H. M. Bainer, agricul- with charts descriptive of and showing good team work and
he will take charge of
where
80
Clovis
Hazel Kirk,
tural demonstratorM'or the San- in keeping with the text of the fair goal throwing. The cen- an ice plant at that point.
ter The center play of Dick
Blanch Mc Quality Melrose 80
ta Fe system was detained from work put forth.
Jim Hall of Portales, and
L. F. Bacon, assistant general Noble was quite a feature, while
The above names are those the Clovis meeting, being at
that made 80 per cent or above his home in Amarillo on ac colonization agent jn charge of the forward play of Hugh John F. Taylor went to Albuup to Woods and James Graham, for- querque the latter part of the
on the test. Following are the count of lameness, talks were the trains operations,
names of the other contestants so arranged by the lecturers that time, left at Bloqis and af wards, as well as the guard week and returned Monday.
Mrs. J. E. Stevens and sons
who deserve much ere lit for present as to include the theme ter brief stops in the Plains work of Johnston and DaGraf
high
class.
was
of
Area
returns
the
Southwest
their efforts and interest sln-vnand Emmett of Wauseon,
Earl
on
spoken
would
have
that he
Most of them made grades that had conditions been different. to the Chicago office.
Ohio, are in the Jty visiting
would be a credit to any pupil.
her sister, Mrs. Jos. Zulek.
Prof. H. H. Simpson, of the Engineer Holinghausen
L. L. Johnson, first assistant
Ruth Hyatt. Elmer Beshears. agricultural demonstrator to department of Animal HusBadly Hurt. Mrs. Charles Melton went to
Crrace Lewis, Leslie Grant, Reba Mr. Bainer talked on poultry, bandry, New Mexico State ColPortales Friday for a few dayB
Wm. Holinghausen was seDrake, Agnes La Londe, Lenna declaring that the farm is the lege, State College, New Mexivisit with Mrs. J. C. Whitcomb.
Young, Myrtle Parrish, Vivian logical place for its production. co, and Miss Pearl Miller in riously hurt, perhaps fatally, She retnrned Monday,
Denny, Chester Crawford, Mi- Even though this is true, Mr. charge of the Home Economics Monday. He was making his
Just a word about the Lyceum.
ldred Neal Charley Palmateer, Johnson admitted that the fan- department of the same school, usual run and when at a point
Wasn't
the three reel picture of
between Melrose and St. Vrain,
Gladys Matthews, Grace
ciers of the country have ren- also left the train at Clovis Sun- it is supposed he stepped out on Uncle Tom's Cabin a "hummer"
Stella Wilson, John dered valuable service by fur- day. Ia the party were:
the foot board, missed his foot- Wednesday. Just as good as
Watts.
purebred stock and
L. L. Johnson, first assistant ing,
nishing
and when picked ,up was the play itself .and only 10c.
wrote 100 that often when the farmer has agricultural demonstrator, AmEach contestant
Jake Reichart left Tuesday
found. to be badly injured. He
words.
not sufficient facilities or know- arillo, Texas:
Lone Wolf. Okla. , in resfor
immediately
brought
to
was
The following parties have ledge to do this for himself.
J. D. Tinsley, agriculture Clovis where Dr. Von Almen ponse to a telegram
stating
kindly donated sufficient to pay Mr. Johnson talked first of the demonstrator Gulf. Colorado &
his niece was dying.
that
medical
attention
administered
expenses of the First kind and character of housing Santa Fe, Brownwood, TexaB
',he
and within an hour he was able
Second Honor Delegate to the
Harry, the infant son of Mr.
H. C.McCowen, assistant agfor the fowl, and this was folto be sent to the hospital at and Mrs. t,. l. Jernigan, is
state contest.
lowed by a consideration of ricultural demonstrator, Amari- Topeka.
critically ill witb scarlet fever
Hermit me to explain that breeds. The speaker said that llo, Texas.
Reu Goodrum is a rural school the breed that is to be desired is
and his case is causing much
C. V. Spencer, general milk To the Hon. Board
alarm.
pup'i 14 years oi age ana in tne bound for the most part by the agent, Chicago, Illinois.
of Education.
7tl. rade. Mamie Duke is also fancy of the individual, as
Mrs. McCullough and daugh
Stoltzfus and
Miss Amanda
a rural pupil in the 7th grade practically all of the strains are
ter, Mrs. Cleve. Cooms returned
Clovis New Mexico.
Miss Frances Lowen, representand only It years of age. The dependable.
this week from a visit in AbiGentlemen:
state spelling contest is to be J. D. Ti nsley gave an address ing Department of Extension
You have asked me the lene, Texas.
University of Texas, Austin,
on next dealing with
held at Albuquerque
question in reference to :he conThere was a large crowd out
better farming, Texas.
MrmHav
Nnv 91th 1913 anri
Central High School at the Methodist Church Sun
of
dition
the
dairying and silos, the same Vaughn Benjamin,
attache
when the results of that contest being a blending of what he
Building.
day night to hear the able serNewton,
System,
are announced, I balieve thit holds to be inse parable elements Harvey House
I beg to advise that you em- mon delivered by the pastor,
not only those who have assist- of farm success. Mr. Tinsley Kansas.
ployed me to repair this building Rev. Arthur Marston.
J. L. Pope, chief clerk of de- in a manner that would be ac
ed in sending these pupils, but stated that maximum returns
Miss Estes, of Silver City,
all of Curry County will be on the farm investment are im- partment and in charge of pub cepted by Mr. Klasner, of the
accepted a position as stenhas
Amarillo,
Texas.
proud of these two young pupils possible without inclusion of licity,
Bridge & Building Department ographer in Judge Harry
's
repoint,
the train
From this
that are being sent there to the dairy cow and in most inof the Santa Fe. The building
office.
Miss
is
a
Estes
l,
represent this county. Regard- stances of the beef animal, the entered Texas at
inch s .eel rods
is to have 1
and will spend five weeks placed from outBide to outside sister to Mrs. Will Mersfelder.
less of whether they come out dual purpose strain being used
Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Cooper,
longer on the educational tour Some of the rods have been put
with first honors or lower, w in such instances.
In connecwho
have been visiting Mrs,
lines.
know that we are to be well tion with the growing of great along Santa Fe
in, and the balance will be plac
Gale
Dick
left for their homo in
represented.
fodder and grain crops, which
Pocket-book- ,
contain- ed within two weeks from this Cjjfcrrado Springs, Colo.
LOST.
congratuI wish to thank and
production is more nearly assureight or ten dollars date.
Mesdames E. T. Massey, and
late the teachers and pupils of ed through the selection of ing between
I am making this statement
and other
R. R. Duncan left Monday
Mrs.
the county that have given their seed, thoroughly preparation of in silver, also check
our
some
of
papers. Liberal reward will be for the reason that
pnn.
nonnt.v
in
in.AnAratinn
.
Kansas, in reEmporia.
vj
for
i i v.
ill the
impression
that
seedbed, seeding properly, apto J. citizens have the
telegram
stating
sponse
a
to
testj At times, I feel that just proved cultivation and harvest paid for return of same
building
unsafe.
is
the
Clovis, N. M.
a few more of our teachers ing, the silo was set tortn as B. Waits,
No patron of the school need that their father. I. C. Hart-mashould show more edneational the one means of preservation Notice! - Furnished rooms, with be uneasy, for the building in
was stricken with paralycold
and
board,
hot
they
do.
Let
enthusiasm than
my opinion as a constructor is sis.
The silo is the highest expres- or without
us all unite in the betterment sion of desirability in furnishing water, electric light. 420 West good for twenty years to come
The "Sis Perkins" troupe
331.
of our schools.
have come and gone having
with the repair already done.
to live stock a succulent "sum- Monroe. Phone
L. C. Mersfelder.
played their parts at the Lyceum
Yours very truly,
Joe S. Fuller and Mrs. Fuller
mer time" feed for animals
County Superintendent. during the bleak months of the left Wednesday for Missouri, in
last Saturday nigh: as scheduled.
C. L. Overby.
wrote
Two
contestants
They enjoyed the patronage of
Note.
winter. The talk was rounded response to a message that a
examiner
at Texico, but the
North a good crowd and many words
Married. Frederica
all of the salient features relative was seriously ill. Mr.
failed to send names and grades, with
Calloway and Milo L. Pierce, Jr. of praise concerning their show
further than to explain that of modern farm management. Fuller is one of the old residents both of Roswell.
were heard.
Miss Frances Lowen and Miss in the St. Vrain district.
one grade was 84 per cent.
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CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO, NEWS
CUTTING

OF

$140,000,000

IS

UP

TO

HIM

to say, there are more new chimneys
that smoke than there are new chimneys that don't smoke. So there you
are with an excellent opportunity for
the smoking chimney doctor and all
directly In the New York tone. In
less closely populated regions the new
householder with a smoking chimney
Is obliged to consult an architect
mason or an oldest Inhabitant usually with results much more doubtful
than when the chimney specialist is
called
Making over store fronts le an Industry which has round so many patrons In New York that a number of
firms have found It profitable to set
aside all other forms of building and
devote themselves wholly 'to helping
New York merchants Improve the'ap-pcarancor their establishments by
putting a new face on the matter. All
classes if merchants, from the small
dealer in the suburb to the great dry
goods firms which do millions of dollars' worth of business In a year, Indulge in the luxury of a new kind of
front to their buelness homes every
once In so often. The stew store front
builder Is also an architect and his art
demands all the taste, discretion and
sense of appropriateness which arc
required for the erection of an entire
new building, with perhaps a greater
degree of ingenuity. In line with the
new store front enterprises there are
certain firms of architects which have
made a reputation for their ability in
the making over of house fronts in
city bouses, so that, while the remodeled residences fit perfectly into their
place in the city block, they at the
same time are greatly Improved In appearance and aro given an originality
of aspect which enables the occupants
of the mansion and the friends of the
family to recognize a residence without referring to the number on the
transom.
in--

e

W. Averlll Harrlman, Just twenty-on- e
years old, has set the speculators
of Wall street guesBing as to how he will cast his deciding vote In the cutting up and distribution or
Juiciest melon that Wall street Has heard of
In years. The Union Pacific railroad, which was the pet road of E. H. Harrlman, the boy's father, has accumulated the tremendous surplus of $59,000,-000- .
To this has been added the $81,000,000 which came into the coffbrs or
the railroad with the sale, by court orders, or the Southern Pacific railroad.
Now, young Harrlman, Yale 1913, holds the deciding vote in the distributioa
ot this vast sum or money.

have for the asking.

Now the saw-

Who dust wholesaler will tell you that sawWholesaler
Sawdust
dust Is a very valuable product and
Handles Refuse of Mills.

that the sawdust business is offering
greater opportunities every day.
There are about sixty kinds of sawMen Make a Specialty of Putting New
dust on the market, so says the sawFaces on Old Stores and Dwelling
dust expert, and all of them have their
Houses Role of Chimney
stated uses in the realm of trade.
Expert
Mahogany sawdust is just as aristocratic and elegant a product as maNew York. Among the occupations
hogany furniture.
It ie useful for
or New York, city are many of an un- smoking not as tobacco. Mahogany

usual nature, which could not exist
elsewhere than in a canter of vast
population.
Specialised occupations
these are, which demand a huge population from which to draw their patronage. New York Is tte city of specialized irades. Innumerable articles
which in smaller cities could be but a
of some more general business find here a sufficient market to
make Lhelr separate existence possible.
There Is the sawdust man, for instance, who in New York is a very important business man. The wholesale
sawdust dealer advertises all kinds
of sawdust and requests that you will
telephone your needs so that there
may be an early delivery.
It used to be that anyone who want-M- i
sawdust went to the sawmill and
asked for as much as be wanted. There
was only one kind of sawdust in the
good old days and that was an unimportant product which anybody could
RATS

MAKE TRIPS BY WIRES

Rodents Travel Overhead on Their
Foraging Raids In Order to Escape Cats.
Huntingdon,

Pa,

Residents

living

near Fifth and Church streets have
been astonished by the spectacle of
twenty or twenty-fivrats walking on
e

electric wires.
The rodents make their home In a
stable or the Adams Express company, and every evening, as soon as
the shades lengthen, they begin their
raid on a home a city block rrom the
stable. Reaching the top or an electric light pole, they creep out on the
wtreB and begin tho procession, which
Is watched by a crowd.
The reason the rats do the slack
wire stunt, It Is supposed, Is because
tbey wish to evade the cats In the
neighborhood.
Finds $300 Diamond In Oysters.
Wakefield, Mass. While eating diner, Mrs. Margaret Barret round in a
late of oysters a diamond, finely cut

sawdust Is employed because of the
good, clear kind of work that It does
in smoking hams, fish, etc.
All the way from the preparation of
food to the polishing of precious metals, ranges the (usefulness or sawdust
The hardwood dusts are used tor polishing In some jewelers' shops and
cheaper sawdusts are used for pollening les3 valuable metal work. In pack
ing and making cushions, for the covering of floors and in the fur business
sawdust la usetul.
There are several Arms in New York
who have no other care in this world
ttan to discover the dark Bscrets of
why chimneys smoke. They don't
bother to attend to the big buildings,
either. Tbey are almost entirely devoted to solving the secrete or the domestic hearth. Business is plentiful,
too, for nowdays
everybody who
builds a new house in the country or
the suburbs of New York wants at
least one open fire In it, and, strange

lira

mm
SAYS

DIPLOMATS

NEED

NOT

Dr. TTrnrv Van Dyke, recently appointed minister to the Netherlands,
just before his departure for Europe,
said:
"There was a time when the popular idea of diplomacy might have
been described as a 'game of skill
betwesen accomplished liars.'
"Perhaps there was as much Justification for that ancient idea as
there was for the old notion that
business was a 'device for getting the
best of your neighbor without break-Ithe law.'
"At all events, both of these notions are worn out now. A man can't
stay In business unless he delivers
his goods 'up to sample.' A diploma!
can't hold his place unless h" speaka
v
the truth.
.
"Rut he must speak It politely.
"Consequently, he must learn to
listen as well as to talk. And he
must not say more than he means,
as most, people are inclined to do
when they are excited. It is the duty of the diplomat to keep the

LIE

n

i

Xtf

STARTS

SPEECH

WITH

pi

PERORATION

J

There 1b only one man In congress
who starts to speak with a peroration
on his lips.
The rest of them all
have to take a running start, get up
speed, throw In the high wears and
with closed eyes and clinched teeth
go ripping Into the peroration with
. the flourish of a circus rider jumping
through a burning hoop,
TO WEAR BYZANTINE CROWN
But not Flnley Gray of Indiana.
When he speakB the house stands
King Constantlne of Greece Will Be
still. He gets more applause than
Hailed as "Augustus" at the
any ten men on either side combined.
Coronation.
He knows all the gestures and aU
the positions. Just listen to the
Vienna, An Invitation has reached
speech he made wfien Carter Glass
Emperor Francis Joseph to participate
gave him one minute just one little
as an honored guest at the splendid
minute. Could you imagine any one
and unique coronation ceremonies In
working up a peroration in one minAthena next May, when King Constanute? It would take about eight weeks
tino of Greece and his royal spouse
for most people, and by that time the
will be crowned.
audience would have been dead. But
The feature of the ceremony will He
WUitk
Jem
let Mr. Gray speak. He was referring
in the fact that the Byzantine imperial
to the tariff bill:
diadem of old will be placed on the.
"Mr. Speaker, It has always been
my practice to vote against the previous question 'wht-.rthere has been no
opportunity for full discussion. But this discussion began In the early
springtime and has continued during the long, weary months of a torrid summer. The birds have nested and flown with their young; the flowers have
bloomed and faded; the harvests have ripened and been gathered In; th
beetles are already singing the dirges of a dying year; the fall has come
with the sere and yellow leaf of decay, with walling winds and naked woods
and meadows brown and sere; the first breath of winter is upon our cheek
to chill us.
"Looking squarely at my platform pledges to the people, I am ready to
vote for the previous question."

SAYS

BOOK

OF JOHN WORLD'S BEST WORK

'The greatest book in the Bible,
and in the world, Is the gospel or
John." declared Sir William Mitchell
Ramsay, Great Britain's foremost authority on sacred history, the other
night at the Moody church in Chicago.
"The gospel or John tar surpasses
tho gospel or Paul. The latter only
finds the heights or greatest spiritual
King Constantlne.
Inspiration at odd Intervals.
He is
brow of the ruler of a small but am- continually dropping from his high
bitious kingdom, and that with the level and suddenly soaring again.
crowning will go the assumption or the
"Besides tha writings of Paul, the
ancient title or "Augustus."
only book of the Bible fit to be comThe very crown of the old Byzantine pared with the gospel of John in
empire, kept hitherto In the monas- point of excellence Is John's own book
tery of Mount Athos. will be used on of Revelation. This, however, has a
this occasion, with the purple robe of defect because of the animus against
old.
the Roman empire which seems to
Simultaneous with the coronation prevade It
festivities there will be a fortnight's
When it Is considered that at the
athletic games In the stadium at Ath- time this was written John waB under
ens and historical plays will be given sentence of hard labor at tho Island
In the Acropolis.
of latinos, a sentence
which was
Austrian are wondering how Rus- equivalent to one of death, it can be
sia will like this assumption of sue seen that it would bo difficult for him to maintain an
attitude of calm
cessorship of Byinjum.
ment concerning the great empire which was oppressing him.

DOES STONE HIDE FORTUNE?

ANTHONY

COMSTOCK,

British Savant Makes Archaeological
Find In West Donegal Great Interest Is Aroused.

mission to have It removed to Gorta
hork Gaelic college, where It attracted the attention of jiany teachers
and students. Some of the markings
Belfast. Great Interest has been have been deciphered, one group bearoused In archaeological circles by ing interpreted as signifying soul or
J.he discovery made by Prof. Edward spirit, lut no further light on the mesSpencer Dodgson of Jesus college, Ox sage can be obtained pending the arford. The peculiar markings on the rival of experts. The markings restone found by the savant at KJllult. semble Ogham, a peculiar alphabet
Falcarragh, West Donegal, are be- of straight lines used by the ancient
lieved to provide a clue to the where- Irish. Some parts of the surface ol
abouts of an extensive treasure be- the stone bear resemblance to - the
longing to an ancient Irish chieftain, body or a petrified Bah.
and supposed to be hidden in the immediate neighborhood.
Several rare
"Movies" to Replace 8ermons.
gold ornaments were round near by
Cal. Motion
Pasadena,
picture
during the digging or a mound sixty comedies and dramas are to replace
years ago.
the regular Sunday evening sermons
Professor Dodgson found the stone, at the Universallst church here, acwhich is over a yard In length, par- cording to Rev. Alan R. Tllllnghast
tially exposed in a field less than a pastor of the church.
hundred yards from the local Protest
ant church. The position of the stone
A woman won't stand for anyone
and 1U peculiarities attracted the sa- else abusing her husband That is hei
vant's attention, and he obtained per exclusive privilege.

burg, and flulsli lug out the war.
:ets for a weei

judg- -

FOE TO VICE

Like the good fairy who appears in
tho nick of time, wave her wand
and confutes the powers of evil, Anthony Comstock has again Issued
forth and squelched another Infraction
of the code of decency. It is almost
staggering how wicked New York
would have become had there been
no godfather to civic morality In the
person of the resourceful and untiring Mr. Comstock. But there he Is
still on the job, virulent, active, despite his seventy years, a constant
-- foe to vice ror almost hair a century.
aiorms or amine, calumny, hatred and
revenge have broken over him in the
yea.'s or his labor and left him as
the mighty oak, a tower or strength
to the righteous and a living warning
to those of unclean minds and morals.
Anthony Comstock began life as a
poor Connecticut boy on the firing
line in the great struggle between
north and south, taking the place of
a brother who was killed at
Ool ng to New York to seek his fortune, ha
leu than 14 in his pockets, searching

r.ir.
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CHOW-CHO-

Prepare Delicacy All Like
With the Cold Meat of Luncheon
or Supper.

How

BILIOUS LIVER

POPULAR

TAILORED

SUITS

EASY

TO

WIND

THE

SXfcIN

LMtie Contrivance

to

the
HAVE MARKED DISTINCTNESS IN
CUT AND FINISH.

Does Away With
Necessity of Impressing
Small Boy or Girl.

TWINGES

TORTURING

jheumatism is caused
Much
by weakened kidneys. When the kidneys fail to clear the blood of uric acid,
the acid forms into crystals like bits
of broken glass in the muscles, joints
fend on the nerve casings. Torturing
pains dart through the affected part
whenever it is move! By curing the
kidneys, Doan's Kidney Pills have
eased thousands of rheumatic cases,
gravel, neuralgia
lumbago, sciatica,
and urinary disorders.
A COLORADO CASE
John T. ReaatlUe.
Idad, Colo says; "I
wea helpleas in bed
for three months with
rheumatism. When J
rtt'l vet up. I had to
use crutches. Besides
bncknche
and rheumatic plains. I in d
trouble with my kid
neya. After doctoring

f
It Is unnecessary to dwell upon the
Bngllsh mustard,
Materials:
difficulty of winding a skein of wool
ounce;
pound; tumeric, one-hal- f
Into a ball without the ASA of & second
mustard, twe tablespoonfuls; cider
For sick headache, bad breath, vinegar, one-hagallon; brown sugar, Departure From the Mannish Feature pair or ha ti ds. but with the simple litto
la
Drapery
Noted
Tendny
j nc cup; olive oil, one-hal- f
cup; caulitle contrtvance shown Ja. our sketch,
Sour Stomach and
on Both Sklrej and Coate
flower, one head; tiny cucumbers, one
this may be done with ease, and the
constipation.
Much Fur Will Be Uaed.
quart; button odIous, one quart
holder can be made In a few moments.
Directions:
It merely consists of a piece of
Cover the cucumbers
Get a
box now.
with strong salt water and let stand
Fall tailored suits will be character- board In whlrh a number of holes have
No odds how bad your liver, stomach 5Vf r night, drain and wash. Boll the ised by various eccentricities of cut
made and Into which pegs (ordior bowuis; how much vour head saullflower and onions separately. and finish. Occasionally a mannish been
nary clothes pegs will answer the puraches, how miserable and uncomfort- Put the vinegar Into the kettle, mix model Is to be noted among the new pose) can be firmly
Inserted.
able you are from conatlpatlon. Indiges- the muatard and tumeric, then stir consignments, but for the most part
Two picture rings can be screwed
tion, biliousness and sluggish bowels them into the hot vinegar and stir they are more on the costume order,
Into the upper edges of the wood and
you always get the desired result
continuously until It begins to thick- and, although plain and exceedingly the holder can be hung upon the wall,
with Cascarets.
en, then add the
remaining ingrediwell tailored, nevertheless
have a
Don't let your stomach, liver and ents and pour this while hot over the more formal appearance than tho coat and in that case, the pegs should be
n
fastened In the holes at an angle pointunaucceavf ully, I
bowels malce you miserable.
Take
using; Do&n's Kidvegetables and cucum- and skirt of other seasons.
ing
upwards
the
with
or
tbe
board
ney
They
Pills.
cured
put an end to the bers. Seal Jars. Medium-sizeCaacarels
cuthe terrible pains and
Muck fur will be used, and there skein placed round the pegs can be
headache, biliousness, dizziness, nerv- cumbers may be used and cut in
I nave been able to
is a decided tendency to drape not
work every day since.
ousness, sick, sour, gassy stomach, pieces, not sliced.
feel like a different
I
only
the skirts but the coats, or at
backache and all other distress;
man."
least to have them hint of drapery.
cleanse your inside organs of all the
Gat Doaa's art A ay Store. 50c a Bern
Skirts are still narrow at the foot, but
HINTS FOR HOUSEWIVES
bile, gases and constipated matter
usually
variously
some
fullness,
have
which Is producing the misery.
CO., BUFFALO. N. Y.
A 10 cent box moans health, happiAmong the chair seats which come arranged, at the top that Is, there
ness and a clear head for months. ready to adjust are those of leather, may be a few gathers distributed
No more days of gloom and dlstresa leatherette, wood or cane. Bach has along the sides only or across the back
Radium is now valued at $2,400,000
If you wl'l take a Cascaret now and some points decidedly in its favor and and front or strung unlformally around
an ounce.
the top, and there is usually a break
then. All stores sell Cascarets. Don't none Is difficult to fasten Into place.
forget the children their little
Custard bowls Is the name given to In the folds at the knee line or ankles,
Mra.Wlnalon ' Soothing Rnt-for Children
the pretty low blue and white bowls, caused by raising or lowering the mar
need a cleansing, too. Adv.
teething, Huftrno
(tnnn, reduces Inflamma-tlon.allaIt
la
where
to
waistattached
terial
the
which are quite as nice for bread and
pain, cures wind collc,26c a bottle.Mr
4H,
Not to Frighten the Patient.
milk, or berries and cereal, as for cus- band. Generally this marks the exattempts
draping.
of
tent
at
Some women worry about worries
Dentist's Wife Why do you open tard.
Today's sketch shows a suit that held in the lap or on the table and they might have but don't
To remove iron rust from white mathe door of the waiting room when I
sing?
terial wet the goods with lemon Juice, Is typical of fall's fashion. It Is de- so used, and the small sketch on the
Not Fit For Ladles
Dentist I want to show them that rub on salt and put out in the sun. If veloped in the wedgwood blue velours right Illustrates It In this position.
Public sentiment should be against it,
the noise does not proceed from the jLlie first application fails, try it again. de lalne, and has for trimming band
The object of having holes In the snd
we believe it is- - there can be no reapatients in the chair. Pele Mele.
If salt Ash is required for Immedi- cuffs and a rolling collar of gray fox board at various distances apart is son why ladies should have to suffer with
ate use It will freshen much more fur.
that the pegs can be placed at differ- headaches and neumlgia, especially when
Lightning Oil gives such prompt
quickly If soaked In milk Instead ot In
The cutaway Jacket is extremefy ent distances apart, so that the hold- Hunt's
of getting
relief. It is simply a
water. Sour milk will answer as well smart, fitting smoothly In front and er will take a skein of any size.
FIVE CHILDREN
ladies
to try it. All druggists sell
the
as sweet.
50c bot
Oil
26c
in
Lightning
and
Hunt's
blousing a little in back. A sash of
Mix stove polish with equal parts of black moire Is run through an eye- WEAR YOUR CLOTHES EASILY ties. Adv.
TOWOnK FOR household ammonia and turpentine let on either side of the front at the
The Proof.
and apply to the coal stove; rub It bust line, and from there Is carried Getting This Effect Is More to the
"You can see that boy of mine has
a
with
soft
woolen
cloth.
downward and tied In a bow below the
Quite an Undertaking For a Lady,
Purpose Than Simply the Wearvaulting ambitions."
A porcelain sink can be quickly
ing of Rich Clothing.
but Mrs. Wright Doesn't
"I haven't seen him show it anycleaned with paraffin. Dip a flannel
where else than in leapfrog."
Mind Now.
lightly into the paraffin and rub the
ago a Frenchman
A little while
sink til all stains are removed, then
said that English women were getWorldly Wisdom.
N.
Asheville,
Minnie thoroughly wash It with soda water.
C Mrs.
ting bo that they wore their clothes
Wright, of. It. F. T. No. 1, this city,
"Tbe question is," said the young
He
to.
they
easily
used
more
than
says:
"I don't think there Is any
M. D., "how long can we keep him
About Paprika.
rejoiced at the fact. Women should
medicine made that would have done
alive?"
Now that paprika is being so much
wear their clothes easily. A beautime the good Cardul, the woman's ton"And sick," added the elder M. D..
ful gown worn stiffly Is no better
ic, did. I have five children to work used It is apropos to pass on a hint
correctively. Life.
for, and I praise Cardul for giving me given by a man who is a connoisseur.
than an ugly gown worn graciously.
He says paprika should be spread out
the good health to do It.
In fact, the beautiful gown In this
Quite a Job.
I was in a delicate condition, on acon a paper and left In the sun for
case Is not so good as the other.
Mrs. Piatt Can it be true, William,
count of a relapse of measles which three days, which brings out Its true
any sight more disever
Was
there
left me in a bad shape, and I also had flavor, making it
more appetizing.
tressing than that of a simple woman that you were holding onto a lamp
severe headaches and backache. Was Nearly all cooks far
post down the street for two whole
It In
now
using
are
dressed In all her Sunday best? Her
in too bad a fix for anyone to live, it
last night?
French dressing. A bit sprinkled on
clothes were well enough. They were hours
seemed to me.
Mr. Flatt Yes, dear; but I mailed
well made and of good material. But
I was told that my only chance was cream cheese is delicious in brown
you gave me, all right.
an operation, but I decided to try Car- bread sandwiches; and what could be
she looked afraid ot them and wore that letter
she
How
dul instead. I only took two bottles, nicer than a mealy baked poiuto, that
much
better
stiffly.
them
Invalid's Sweet Patience.
has been broken open enough to put
and now I am well and strong again.
looked in gingham house dress, with
Who does the most complaining in
genI don't believe there is
a
Inside a big lump of butter and
perhaps to
apron antf sunbonnet,
this world? Not the Invalids. For
on earth that will help suffering wom- erous sprinkling of paprika, ail so
match.
hours on hours they He there, secretly
en aa Cardul' will. I have already quickly done that It Is must be
economical
the
is
And
then there
gotten several ladies to try it, and I served piping hot.
resolving, "Let me make myself less
"best"
young girl who wears her
am going to continue to recommend
a
sorrow to others than I was yesterclothes always as If she had their day." And these are the victories,
your medicine."
Brown Mushroom Sauce.
value In mind and was trying to take grander far than those of war. When
For more than 60 years, Cardul has
care of them. She smoothes them these moral conquests are extended
Open a can of French mushrooms,
been successfully used in the treatment of womanly 111b. It has been turn into a bowl and let air one hour.
out and holds them well away from over months, perhaps years, the heroio
found to relieve women's pains, and Just before cooking the steak, melt
furniture and neighbors, that they
sufferer's room often becomes a chamstrengthen women's weakness.
the clothes may not be contaminated
four tablespoons of butter, add two
to all who are unhappy.
you
woman,
a
and
suffer
from tablespoons of flour, stir and cook till
are
If
A young girl ber of comfort
by touching anything.
What a triumph when to the chair ot
any of the ailments peculiar to your
frock,
In
simple
a
cup
always
of
one
looks
better
some grand martyr come the friends
sex, we urge you to give Cardul a trial. a dark brown, then addnot,
comfortably and therefore gracefully of a wide circle that her gentle hand
one of
It has helped more than a million stock If you have It; If
worn, than in a really elaborate frock may wipe away
women in the past half century, and water and the liquor of the mushtheir tears. These are
which she wears stiffly.
will do the same for you if given a fair rooms, season with salt, pepper, pinch
the uncrowned queens of our race. In
Joyworn
be
should
Lovely
clothes
of
table
tablespoonful
sugar,
one
trial.
of
almost every home there Is a name
ously, even Indifferently. It Is not above every name that of the sweet
Your druggist sells Cardul.
sauce, one tablespoonful of tomato catare
hard to do this new, for clothes
N. B. Write In Chattanooga Medicine Co., sup, one tablespoonful of sherry, and
and patient Invalid.
Ladies' Advisory Dept.. Chattanooga. Term., for If you use water take a piece of butsoft and clinging and graceful, and rebook.
Siectal Instruction on your case and
fuse to let their wearers look stiff
Tlome Treatment for Women," sent to plain ter the sire of an egg. Add mushrooms,
wrapper. Adv.
and "careful." So now, while fashion
put back on stove to beat, but do not
New Tailored Model In Wedgwood is with you, cultivate the art of wearthem
makes
as
them,
tkat
cook
Exactly.
Blue Velours de Lalne.
ing your clothes as If they were glad
"There Is no excuse for any one's tough.
you had them, as If they were a Joy.
being a poor typewriter."
waist In back, with two not very long
not a burden, to you.
French Fried Potatoes.
sash ends.
"Why not?"
busievery
into
typewriter
potatoes
them
cut
and
her
Pare the
"Hasn't
The fronts are left open for a space
eighths, balls or any fancy shape. of five or six Inches, disclosing a BETTER THAN OLDER STYLES
ness at her Angers' ends?"
Soak In cold water for. one or two crossed vest of whit? wool ratine, with
hours; then dry on a towel. Drop a row of tiny steel buttons in the Frock for Small Girl Is a Compromise
A CLERGYMAN'S
TESTIMONY.
Between Two Blouse Effects
qulokly Into fat hot enough to brown center.
Long Popular.
The Rev. Edmund Heslon of Wig-to- them by the time they come to the
Is
diagonally
used
Tho material
Pa., suffered from Dropsy for a surface. They are done when they throughout, and in the skirt there are
A frock for a girl of eight to ten apyear. His limbs and feet were swol- float. Skim them from the tat, drain Just two seams, directly in front and
pears
in tho accompanying drawing.
at
paper,
and
'.erve
salt
on
brown
len and puffed. Ha had heart flutter.
in back. The lower part of the front It Is a sort of com- lng, was dizzy once.
of the skirt Is lifted up in draped promise between
and exhausted at
folds that are held In place under a the Balkan and
Cucumber Sauce.
the least exernarrow perpendicular band of
and Cream
blouse
Russian
A new use for cucumbers is in a
tion. Hands and
and there is a small curved styles, both of
quantity
In
may
made
be
feet were cold sauce which
opening above the feet.
which are so beand he had such and kept to serve from time io time
There's a delicious smack
At Ve raised waist line In back a coming to chila dragging sensa- with cold meats and fish. With cu- row
by
age.
covered
is
another
gathers
of
in
these crisp, appetizing bits
ot
this
dren
the cumbers at their beat, now Is a good narrow band of
tion across
finished Thhi may be made
green
12
large
Use
of
try
toasted corn that brings
this.
to
loins that It was time
gton
end with a steel
up in wool madifficult to move. cucumbers, one onion, halt a leaspoon-fu- l at either
and good cheer to
brightness
Star.
terial, or if the
R
unlnff
Aftor
of red pepper and one teaepoonful
many and marry a breakfast
days of tub
Rev. B. Herlop. D()M8 of DodJ, of salt. Chop the onion and cucumbers
Flower and Fruit Fad.
dresses have not
table.
and squeeze the water out of the latter
Kidney Pills the swelling disappearyet been passed,
flower
a
and
to
fruit
have
are
We
Add
in
and
salt
cbeescloth.
ot
piece
a
ed and he felt himself again. He says
say tbe sartorial authorities.
a dainty linen,
be has been benefited and blessed by pepper and also one cup ot hot vine- autumn,
Toasties are untouched by
are painted, embroid- chambray or other
blossoms
Small
thoroughly
In
and
bottle
all
Mix
gar.
SevKidney
Pills.
Dodds
of
use
the
material
washablo
on
hand
in making; and come in
our
chiffons
and
ered or appliqued
eral months later he wrote: I have glasses with paraffin over the top.
would be pretty.
or
Iris
gowns.
orchids
Roses,
nlnon
sealed packages clean
tightly
my
your
remedy
faith in
not changed
we wear in our waistbands, and some- Tbe blouse has
Keeping Mint Fresh.
ready to eat with
since the above statement was authorand
sweet
or slightly more fullWhenever you have any mint leaves thing that might be apricots say
ised. Correspond with Rev. hi. Hes-lo-p
sugar.
and
Rus
ness
the
cream
to
our
than
hats,
garnishes
left over never throw then away, peaches
about this wonderful remedy.
of cherries and sian styles and joins a short and
Dodds Kidney Pills, 60c. per box at but keep them fresh to use again In nothing of clusters
pur-ple-a
rather scant skirt under a broad sash
grapes
In
the
Sprinkle
manner:
the
following
your dealer or Dodda Medicine Co., the
of plaid silk, If the frock has been
greens.
and
Buffalo, N. Y. Write for Household mint well with water; then roll in a
made of wool material. The wide colcloth. This will keep
Hints, also music of National Anthem
lar Is of the silk, faced with the msv
Place for Pockets.
(English and German words) and re- It as fresh as when bought.
'
terial. The plaid pipes also the drop
women
grant
advices
fushion
Latest
3
sent
All
dainty
dishes.
free.
cipes for
variety
shoulder seams, front closing and
sorts,
and
sizes
all
pockets
of
German Pan Cakes.
cuffs.
some
are
oddly
draped
So
placing
of
To eacb egg take one tablespoon of
If It la the right kind of a home a flour, a pinch ot salt, a pinch of bak- of .ho late Paris race track gowns
Cincinnati's new hospital will have
Jjtoy will never run away from it.
ing powder and add enough milk so it that tbe appearance Is suggested of
Sold by grocers everywhere.
Santo Domingo has adopted the me-- will pour easily Into the pan. Make pockets over each hip in true trouser courting nooks for the benefit of
spoony nurses.
about as thick as griddle cakes.
one-nai-

lf

10-ce-

StrT?$&

be-ft-

well-draine- d

d

DOAN'SV.V
FOSTEK-MILBUR-
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rBreakfast

Sunshine

Post
Toasties

l,

button-Washin-
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Wholesome
Nourishing
Easy to Serve

The Clovis

News

The

President Ripley
States His Position.
The Journal is in receipt of
following communication
from an officer of the Santa Fe
railway stating the position of
President Ripley relative to the
recently announced policy of re
trenchment inaugurated by that
system:
E. P. Ripley, president, of the
Atchison, Topeka. and Satota Fe
Railway Co., lately stated that
while the policy of his company
would be to keep the property
in good physical condition, no
new lines, double tracking or
other heavy work would be
done till the financial atmos
phere clears a bit, and the prospect for increased return on
railroad investment is a little
brighter. Mr. Ripley follows
his statement with an illustra
tion to show that the railroads
"have some cause for worry and
pessimistic expressions.
He
says:
Suppose a man is in business
with a stock in trade worth
$64,000; that his debts secured
by mortgage on his stock, are
$31,900; that his net earnings

the

(Incorporated)

Arthur

E. Curren,

Manager.

Entered at the post office at
Clovis, N. M.

as second class

matter under the act of March
3, 1879.
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION

One Year
Six Months

...

$1.00
5.

Every once in a while some
intimates that we ought to
"rip somebody up the back."
Say they deserve it and they
don't see why we don't do it.
We are not in the roasting: business. Apply at a crematory.
If you have it in for sme one,
go to him and fight it out like a
man. Don't try to mix up the
printer in your grievances. He
has troubles of his own. None
of us poor mortals here below
are perfect, not by a long shot,
and other people may think that
you yourself deserve special at- are $3,925; that by good luck he
is able to borrow at 4 1 3 per
tention. Springer Times.
cent, so that his interest bill is
is but $1,382. Deducting the
Some Gospel Truth.
from his earnings, he
It developed in the Press interest
a
has
remainder
of $2,543 with
n, uting at Artesia last week
which to pay taxes and afford
that there is not a newspaper in
on the $32,100 of his
the valley, between Pecos and interest
money which he has invested.
Clovis, that is making running
expenses. Each and every one When he considers that his tax
es are $4b6; that he could not
of them has to run a job printing department in order to pay renew his loan at less than 5
per cent, or possibly more and
expenses of the paper and
u :.. Mi U H UMJtr III . PUH
"
11111 Ilf
nxep it going. Ana yet every
business, notwithstanding gen- one of these papers are run in
general increases in all expens
the interest of the towns and es, I do not
believe his cogitacommunities from which they tions would be of
a smiling
are issued, and do more for the nature.
The figures given in
Upbuilding and advancement of
this illustration are in substantheir respective places, and for tial exact proportion to the
every line of legitimate business
Santa Fe showing last year
carried on there, than any other which is the best we ever
had."
sources of boosting combined.
Albuquerque Journal.
The business people of towns
expect and demand of the
newspaper man all the boosting
Dead and Live Town.
that he can possibly do in order
The difference
between a
that their town and community
may grow, end their business dead town and a live town is the
become lucrative, and yet they difference between dead merand live merchants.
refuse to support him by con- chants
Some
merchants
are so dead or
sistently and persistently ad
free
from
enterprise
that it
vertising m his paper and let
sizzling
takes
to
hot
thrusts
him run it as an absolute loss
enough
awaken
in
life
to
them
to himself. This is true as the
Gospel, and we heartily wish penetrate the outermost rim of
that people could be made to business progress. They will
understand the trial and tribula- sit around endeaving to catch
tions through which a news- trade that comes to town withto
paper man must wade in his out offering inducements
draw
They
business.
the
tell
efforts to build up his town
and community in order that public that they do not adver
their business may grow and tise in tne newspaper, but give
prosper. Lakewood Progress. the trade the benefit of the little money they spend in advertising by giving them more for
money than the advertiser,
their
E.
which they know is a falsehood.
The advertiser always gives
LAND LAWYER
more and better goods than the
merchant who doesn't advertise,
for the advertised
goods are
Admitted to practice as
quickly turned and are always
agent before U. S. Land
new and
Office and departments at
Besides the advertiser is the
Washington.
town boomer, while the
is the town waiter.
Eight years experience
The
advertiser,
the medium of
as U. S. Commissioner
is reaching out and
ads,
his
and two years as Register
bringing new people to town
U. S. Land Office at Fort
to trade and is thus both directSumner.
ly
arid indirectly advertising
Legal documents of all
the town. There is a way in
kinds carefully drawn.
which everybody trading in
town can help the town and that
is to encourage .enterprise b"
patronizing the merchant who
in
does advertise. That's the one
way to boom
a town that
should have our admiration.
Cl
CXICO.
Ex.
one

I

Arthur

e.

non-advertis-

--

News Building

EARLY, HE BEGAN
PUTTING MONEY

in the
NOW

Bank

IIS

HE'S THE BS
Vi

Young man, if you wish to be
YOUR OWN BOSS, start a bank account. Some day a business opportunity will present itself and you will
have the money to take it. All big
fortunes began that wtiy Once you
start, things come easier each year.
When you need it, it will be where
you can get it to grab a good business

I

opportunity.

'Make OUR Bank YOUR Bank"

l

I

Curren

Office

DOSS; GO

T li

First National Bank
of Clovis

Notice of Sale of

Real Estate.
Whereas, on the 21st day of

of the court bouse, in the city
Mrs. Chas. Melton left Tuesday
for a three months stay in
of Clovis, Curry County, New
Mexico.

Belen.

This the 20th day of November 1913.

Tom Lock wood went to Ft.
Sumner, Tuesday.
W. A. Brownelland daughter.
Miss Anna, were in town Friday
from St. Vrain.

August 1913, in an action pending in the District Court of Curry County, New Mexico where
in the First National Bairk of Nov
Clovis was plaintiff and D. K.
Fitzhugh and others were defendants, said cause being numbered 655 on the civil docket of
said Court, a judgment, decree
and order of sale was rendered
and entered Of record wherein
the said plaintiff recovered
judgment against the said defendants in the sum of $710.00
and costs of suit and attorney 's
tees in the sum of $71.00 which
said judgment and decree was
recorded in the records of said
court in book C at page 303, and
in which judgment and decree
the following described real estate, situate in Curry County,
New Mexico
Lots 1, 4.
11 and 12 in block 42 and lots 1,

C. A. SCHEURICH,

Special Master of Court.
20-U.

IT IS A PLEASURE
to us to be able to please our
customers. We give you the very
best at our command so that you
may know when you buy

GROCERIES

to-wi- t:

2, 3, 9, 10

antfll

in block 43 in

the North Park Addition to the
city of Clovis was ordered sold
to satisfy said judgment, costs
and attorney's fee.
Now,
therefore, notice is
hereby given that the undersigned as Special Master of
Court, in obedience to the judgment, decree and order of the
Court rendered in said cause,
will expose and offer for sale
the above described real estate
at public outcry to the highest
bidder, for cash in hand, on
the 15th day of December 1913
at the hour of two o'clock in
the afternoon, at the South door

from us, that you1 get the best the
market affords. Any of uur customers will tell you that they are
pleased with our service. When
ordering, phone 25.
"The Quality Telia and the Price Sells"

HARVEY

&

MORRIS

"The Leading Grocers"

Cooking Receipts.

Special Cake.

Thanksgiving is Coming.
A special program

is being
prepared for Union Thanksgiving service next Thursday.
Get ready for something good.
You will receive a program
next week.

Sift together five times.
2 cups flour
2 teaspoons H- C. baking powder
1
cups sugar
Committee.
Beat stiff the whites of 4 eggs.
First add scalded milk to the
above flour, sugar and baking
Notice of Suit.
powder, stirring until smooth.
Lastly, fold beaten whites into
In the District Court of Curry
this with a spatula. Bake in County, New Mexico.
moderate oven in two tins, and
No. 656.
put together with marshmallow
Joe De Oljviera, Plaintiff, vs.
icing.
F. A. Hyde & Co., Defendant.
Marshmallow Filling.
To'the Defendant, F. A. Hyde
& Co:
2 cups granulated sugar.
You will hereby take notice
One half cup boiling water.
Cook till it threads; pour slowly that suit has been filed and is
over the beaten whites of two now pending in the District
eggs; add 2 dozen marshmal-low8- , Court of Curry County in which
Joe De Oliviera is plaintiff and
and beat until cool.
you the said F. A. Hyde & Co.
Walnut Sponge Cake.
are defendant, and that said
Pinch salt
is numbered 656 on
cause
the
1 cup sugar
civil
docket
of said Court, and
I teaspoon lemon extract
one half teaspoon H. C. baking that Harry L Patton. whose
business and postoffice address
powder
is Clovis New Mexico, is attor1 cup flour, sifted five times.
ney
for plaintiff.
1 cup finely chopped nuts.
will further take notice
You
To the beaten yolks of six
objects of said suits are
the
that
eggs, add sugar and cream fine,
To quiet title against
follows:
as
add salt and extract; fold whites
following described
you
to
the
in, and lastly, flour and nuts,
estate,
real
situated in Curry
folding in with a fspatula.
Mexico, to wit;
County,
New
Let oven remain open first
W 1 4 of S W
N
of Sec.
The
five minutes, then bake in a
33, Twp. 6 N., R. 34 E. N. M. P.
moderate oven.
M., and to have plainti ff decreed
Chocolate Cake.
the absolute owner in fee simple
Three fourths cup butter.
of said real estate.
You will further take notice
4' eggs beaten light.
that unless you appear, answer
One half cup chopped nuts.
or plead in said suit on or before
1
cups sugar.
the 5th day of December. 1913,
One fourth cake chocolate.
plaintiff will take judgment bv
One half cup milk
default against you and will
1 teaspoon cinnamon.
apply to the Court for the relief
2 teaspoons baking powder.
prayed for in his complaint filed
2
cups flour.
in said suit.
Witness my hand and seal of
Mrs. Duffy, of Beaumont
Court, this the 23rd day of
said
Texas, is visiting her brother, October. 1913.
Lee Hardy, the Clovis sign
A. L. Awalt, County Clerk.
(Seal)
artist.
-
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..Moran Drug Co..

o

r

Oh I Say! Ladies Our
Bran New Line of
Coats and Suits
JUST ARRIVED!

Also Novelty Goods, Collars, Ruchs, Etc.,
A Dandy Line of Royal Society Packages

) Going!

Going!

k All Trimmed Hats, Feathers Etc. going

f

at

Wholesale Prices. , The Special Sale is
on and don't forget the FURS and
Goods. FURS! FURS! FURS!
(now
are now in, Come, take your choice.

G risamore
PROFESSIONAL

j&

Osborne

Christian Church.

DR. A. L. DILLON

Frio School Entertains
There will be regular services
on Thanksgiving Day.
at the Christian Church on next
There will be an all day
Sunday morning and evening. meeting at Frio District No. 55
Rev. C,

A. Chasteen, Corresponding
Secretary
for the ChrisSpecial attention to diseases of
New
in
churches
tian
Mexico,
the Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat
will occupy the pulpit at both
and Fitting Glasses.
hours.
Over Ftm National Bank.

Physician & Surgeon

(about
Texico)

17

miles due
north of
on
November 27th

Thanksgiving Day) when home
pupils and visitors will take
part in Ciphering, spelling,
Office Phono 1M.
Bible School at 9:45
m. reading and
Residence Phone 6.
history.
Dinner
New Mex. Every one invited.
Clovis,
on the ground. Town schools
and country schools invited.
Yours truly,
Mark Spears and wife, forD. D.
Wilson Davis, Teacher.
merly of Clovis, but now of
Modesta, Cal., are' the proud
of the firm of Dm. Prealey A Sweat iiiRin
of RoBwell
J. W. Cavney returned home
parents of a ten pound baby
will be in Clovis from the 10th girl who arrived at their home Sunday from a visit to
his
to 20th of each month treating recently.
old" home in Newton,
Kansas.
diseases of the Eye, Ear, Nose
and Throat and Fitting Glasses.

Swearing in

Remember
the Place,
the Drugs,
the Sundries.
Also remember the dainty SANDWICHES served
with HOT CHOCOLATE

'

DR. H.

R.

GIBSON

Osteopath
Treats all diseases both acute
and chronic. Special attention
given to diseases

of women.'

PATIENTS EXAMINED

FREE

Office jer Skidmore Drug Store
Office Phone 383. Res. 390.
New Mexico.
lovis.

For Biscuit, Pies
Muffins, Waffles,

L. A. Dickman,

and Home Baking
Success and
Satisfaction

One Heaping
TeaspoonfuVs

m. d.

Enough
Health Club is the purest,
strongest and most econom

ill

1CL
a3

below, we feel that we are entitled to your business and we will be pleased to have you open an
account with us if you are not already one of
our customers.
Statements rendered to the Comptroller of
Currency show:
Deposits
Sept. 4, 1912
Mar.

26-191-

2

Feb. 4. 1913
Apr. 4, 1913

Office opposite Antlers Hotel
Res. 219.
Office phone 53.

June

Dr. Carl C. Blake

ical Baking Powder obtainable at any price.

ON THE MERITS OF
COMPARISON

...Physician & Surgeon...

...I ALSO FIT GLASSES...
Clovis, - - - - New Mex.

n

Going!

VETERINARIAN
Office at Mersfelder's Barn.

Phone 27.

Ounce

Miss Pearl Mem hard left Saturday for Erick, Okla., to visit
relatives. She will also visit
her brother in Chicago during
the holidays.

4, 1913

$104,291.25
105,309.59
108,649.96

112.i06.4r
117.832.30

Cash and Sight Exchange
52 per ct
$54,668.76
50,226.43
48 per ct
56,802.84
52 per ct
4i per ct
55.394.07
52 per ct
61.860.99

STATE and A. T. & S. F.
DEPOSITORY

The
Clovis National
Bank
"THE BANK THAT ACCOMODATES"

Havener News.

Local and Personal

This is the beginning of the
second month of school and the
youngsters nerves have quieted
down pretty well since the
much dreaded "exams." They
have their basket ball oitfit
moved from the old school
ground to the
new school
house and are contemplating
on having a good time. Those
on the honor roll for the month
of November are as follows:
William and Russell Hankhouse,
Dewey and Bessie Eshleman,
George and Mary Birdsall, Amy,
Grace and Earl Anderson, John
Willis,
Hubert Ford, Mildred
mmr and Hickman Dillingham, and
Lee Willis.
S. A. Don was in Havener M
the first of the week.
Charlie Hopkins, formerly
of St. Vrain. but now a citizen
of Havener, bought
nice
a
house and had it moved into
our flourishing little town last
week. He is an experienced
blacksmith and has his shop
arranged in an
man-

H. D. Terrell went to Por
tales Monday.
N. B. Pond went to Roswell,
Monday.

mmmmean

Nick Boyd is up this week
frcm Vaughn visiting friends.
Dr. Swearingin is in the
city from Roswell, this week.
M. Boyle returned Thursday
from a short trip to Oklahoma.
Mrs. Holloway

returned Mon

day from a three months visit
in the eastern states.
J. H. Latta left Monday for
Albuquerque on a short business

i
I

trip.
W. W,

Harvey

hve

mm
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and family

left Thursday for East Atchison
Kansas for a codple of week's

visit
Mrs. Roy Woofter and mother
of Roswell, passed through Govts Friday for Oklahoma, their
home,
J. C. Barlow, of Amarillo,
Texas was the guest of his
brother,
J. H. Barlow, Saturday and Sunday.
Mrs. Dell Thomas returned
this week from Amarillo where
she has been ill at the hospital.
Mrs. E. H. Petty, of Slaton.
Texas is the guest of her sister.
Miss Dottie Rhodes, this week.
Mrs. Petty will also visit her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Rhodes,
near Grady.
Mrs. C. C. Blinn, of Shawnee,
Okla., arrived Monday to visit
her son Elmer Blinn and family.
Mrs. Stonehill returned from
Roswell the early part of the
week, where
she went last
Thursday.
Mis9 Dollie and Myrtle Woodward left Thursday for their
home in Ohio after each made
proof on a good 160 near Claud.
The Clovis Woman's Club
will hold their regular meeting
at the Antlers Hotel. Friday
afternoon.
A hunting party, composed of
Messrs.
Jewell, Coons
and
Hardy left Monday for Malga,
N. M. where they expect to
kill a car load of quail.
H. M. Fickner
and T. J.
Bohrn left Monday for. Albuquerque for a week's business
trip. Both gentlemen are connected with the Santa Fe hospital.
The teachers of
the City
Schools are getting ready to
leave Sunday for Albuquerque
to attend the State Teacher
Association to be held in Albu
querque nexc week. All but
three of the Clovis teachers ex
pect to attend this meeting.

2

A. An o

te

ner.
Mrs. Charlie
Hopkins had
e
ch rge of the
grocery
store the first of the week while
Mr. White was on a business
crip to Clovis.
Nels Anderson is helping Rev.
C. H. Brown with some carpenter work on Rev. Brown's
farm close to where Blacktower
used to be.
Amy and Earl Anderson went
to Clovis Saturday returning
Sunday.
Mrs. A. L Dillingham visited
the Havener school Friday afternoon.
Little Kenneth Ford visited
ourschool Tuesday while his
mother went to Clovis.
post-offic-
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Notice to Hunters.
Notice is hereby given that
no hunting or tresspass will be
allowed on the following described land: -- Sec. 3. Tp. 1 N,
R. 36 E. and Sec. 34. Tp. 2 N.
R. 36 East except
by special
permit of the owner.
This
tract is generally known as

"Siegner's Lake."

A. E.

g;

J. R. WALKER, Proprietor
PHONE 33.

i,.a:,.i,r.T,TimtitHiiiiiiaiiii

?C

Siegner
Owner.

Good Remington Typewriter
for sale, no rattle-trap- .
Inquire at this office.
A

Night of Terror.

art mora tarrible than that of a
mother looking on har child rhuklng and
caepinarfor breath during an attack of croup
and nothi ng in the house to relieve It Many
mothers havepaued nightaof terror in thla situation. A little forethought will enable you to
avoid all thla. Cham bar laiu'a Cough Ken edy
a certain cure for croup and has never been
known v, fail. Keep it at hand. For aatc by
All Drugg is tr
Kewnla-h- U

J. R. Stevenson returned
L. R. Wilson and wife left
Tuesday
to Porta'es.
this week for their home in
Mr.
and
Both
J. Smith Lee, of Hereford,
Curlew, Ohio.
many
made
Texas,
passed through Clovis,
Mrs. Wilson have
departMonday
regret
their
for Roswell.
friends who
Mr.
for
sincerely
hope
ure, and
Attorney Geo. L. Reece left
Wilson's speedy recovery.

SPECIAL SALE
We are offering 10 per cent off
on all SHOES for CASH
Also remember this store is the
place to buy your GROCERIES
Bring your produce to our store

SIMPSON'S
West Grand Ave.

Dinners

"3

.tS

Phone No. 56.

Tuesday for Portales after a
few days in Clovis transacting
business.
who has
Russell Ramsey,
been employed as teacher in the
Business College, left Tuesday
for his home in Wichita, Kansas.
Mr. and Mrs.' T. J. Burns-worthave purchased the E. R.
Hart residence in east Clovis,
recently vacated by A. B. Austin and family.
Mrs. Wade Freeman, who has
been visiting in O'Brien and
Union City, Tenn. is expected
to return to her home in Portales, this week, via Clovis.
The two children of Mr. and
will accompany
Mrs. Childs
her to Clovis.
ToNight.
h

I

Tonifht. ii you ttf dull ami tup id . or biliou
und rooatl patad. talc a duae of Chamberlain'
Tablets and .you will feci all rurhl tomorrow
For nale by All DruKicisU.

Mr. Baker, formerTy connecty
ed with the
Hardware Co., and wife, of Tulia,
Tex. were visitors in our city
this week.
Scott-Trace-

Muleshoe, Texas
The New

Santa Fe

Railroad Town, in Bailey County.
If you are interested, write

PAUL A. COLDREN,
JANES,

-

-

-

TEXAS.

'

Notice of Sale.
Whereas, the district Court' of
Curry County New Mexico on
the 29th day of September 1913
rendered judgment against Henry Orlofsky in the principal sum
of ($2500.00) together with
on the same at the rate
of twelve per cent per annum
from July 1st 1912 to September 29th 1913 with ten per cent
additional thereon as an attorney's fee and in the further
sum of $108.09, amount paid as
taxes on said property, and for
costs of suit, and that said
judgment bear interest at the
rate of 12 per cent per annum
from date thereof until paid, in
a foreclosure suit, against the
said Henry Orlofsky, and the
Clovis National Bank of Clovis,
New Mexico defendants, by
Mary M, Ti.i le. plaintiff, said
cause being numbered 628 on
the docket cf said court; and
the court in said judgment and
decree, ordered and decreed
that the property of the said
Henry Orlofsky hereinafter described be sold according to law
to satisfy said judgn.ent and
L. M. Cassidy is appointed by
the court in said decree Special
Master to advertise and sell
said property according to law.
Now therefore notice is hereby
given '.hat I. the undersigned
Special Master, will on Wednesday, the 14th day of January,
1914, at the hour of 10 o'clock
in the forenoon at the front
door of the Curry County court
house in Clovis, Curry County,
New Mexico, sell at public auc
tion to the highest bidder for
cash, the following described
property
All that certain tract or parcel of land lying and being in
Clovis In the County of Curry,
New Mexico, and described as
follows,
The East forty
(6) of Block
Six
of
No.
Lot
feet
(76) in the
No. seventy-sioriginal townsite of Clovis, New
Mexico to satisfy said judgment
and all costs and attorneys fees.
Witness my hand this 5th
day of November, 1913.
L. M. Cassidy,
Special Master.
to-wi-

to-wi-

t:

Notice of Sale of
Notice.
Real Estate. I desire, and take this means
Whereas on the 11th day of to thank all those who signed
August 1913, in an action pend- the petition in my behalf for
ing in the District Court of the appointment to the office of
Curry County, New Mexico,
wherein International Life Insurance Company wai plaintiff
and Robert H. Duncan, was defendant, Raid cause hing numbered 633 on the Civil Docket
of said court, a judgment, decree, and order ot sale was
rendered and entered of record
wherein the said plaintiff recovered judgment against the
said defendant in the sum of
$1230.00 and costs of suit and
$110.00 as attorney's fee, which
said judgment and decree was
recorded in the records of aaid
Court in Book C, at page 296,
and in which judgment and decree the following described
real estate, situate in CuriP
County New Mexico,
the NE 4 of Section 17, Township 2 N. Range 35 East and
lots 10. 11, and 12. in Block 10
in We.st Lawn Addition to the
town of Clovis together with
two four room houses, was ordered sold to satisfy said judgment and indebtedness.
Now, therefore,,
notice is
hereby given that the undersigned, as Special Master of
Court, in obedience to the
judgment, decree and order of
the court rendered in said cause,
will expose and offer for sale
the above described real estate
at public outcry to the highest
bidder for cash in hand on the
15th day of December 1913, at
the hour of two o'clock in the
afternoon at the South door of
the Court House in the city of
Clovis, Curry County,
New
1913.

E. H. Robinson,
Special Master of Court.

x

Coal must be sold for spot
cash on account of the scarcety
and raise in wholesale prices, in

order to maintain our present
prices. Phone 131.
Clovis Fuel Yard,
Chas. D. Irvine Mgr.

WaltSr

Notice of Sale of

Real Estate.

'

'.

Zerwkr.

Clovis Studio

ffl

for all kinds of
PHOTO WORK
palfonnge

I

M.L. McCluskeyfl
DG

3G

ited

9. 0796S.

Whereas, on the Hth day of
August, 1913, in an action
pending in the District Court of
Curry County, New Mexico,
wherein International Life In
Notice of Contest.
surance Company was plaintiff
F. S. 11357
e
and Clarence E. Dubbs and
Dubbs, were defendants,
Department of tlu Interior. Uuitoj SUij
N. M. Nov. 16
Office. Ft. Sumner
said cause being numbered 634 Land
1913.
on the Civil
Docket of said Tu John V. Iloop, of Hibai t. Okla contestec:
court, a judgment, decree and You nr hereby notified that Elmer O Kirk,
who gives C ovis. New Mexico, as h'a post tWcj
order of sale was rendered and address,
did on Oat. U. 19i3. file in this ofentered of record wherein the fice his duly corroborated application to contest and secure the cancellation of your Homesaid plaintiff recovered judg- stead
Serial No. 01)37 made June
E. No.
ment against the said defend- 24, f)08 for VWI S.vtion 11 Township 4, N R.
M. 1. M. and aa grounds for his conants in the sum of $1346.00 and 34E..N.
test he alleges that y u have never established
costs of suit, and $132 00 as at- residence on this la"d and have totally abantorney's fee, which said judg- doned the ime.
You are, therefore, further notified that the
ment and decree was recorded said
allegutlor.s will be taken by this office aH
in the records of said Court in having been confessed by vou. and vour said enthereunder without your
be cancelc
Book C, at page 295, and in try will right
to be heard therein, either before
further
which judgment and decree the this office or on appeal, if you fail to file in this
within twenty days after the fourth pubfollowing described real estate, office
lication of this notice, as shown below, your
situate in Curry County New answer, under oath, specifically responding
to these allegations of contest, together with
Mexico,
The NE4 of due
proof that you have served a copy of
Section 10, Township 2 North, your answer on the said contestant either in
mall.
Range 36 East, was ordered sold person or by registered your
answer the name
You should state in
to satisfy said judgment and of the poetofflce to which you desire future notices to be sent to you.
indebtedness.
C. C. Henry. Register,
Now,
therefore notice is Date of first publication Nov. 'an. '18
"
Nov. 27 1913
secoud
hereby given that the under"
" third
Dee. 4, 1913.
signed as Special Master of " " fourth
"
Dec. 11, 1913.
Court, in obedience to the
ement, decree and order ofj
j8
J"
tne sourt rendered in said cause, t
will expose and offer for rale
the above described real estate
at public outcry to the highest
biddwr for cash in hand on the
We want your farm
15th day of December, 1913, at ft
Can handle
loans
the hour of two o'clock in the r
on
tffem
short no- afternoon, at the South door of
city
of
in
House
Court
the
tice.
the
ft
Clovitj. Curry
County, New
Ber-nic-

Cont-16i-

3G

p

L. R. CONARTY, Agent.

WE HAVE IT
Just what you want in

Fresh Staple and Fancy Groceries,
Fruits, Vegetables, Produce.
The Blue Front. Phone 36 Next door to p. o.

Clovis Cash Grocery Co.
Auto For Sale.

Declare War on Colds.
crusade of education which aims "that
common colda may become uncommon within
the next generation" has been begun by
prominent New York physicians. Hre Is a list
of the "'don'ts." which the doctors say will prevent the annu il visitation of the cold:
'
Don't sit In a draughty car."
"Don't sleep in hot rooms."
Don't aTold the fresh air."
Don't stuff yourself at meal time. Over-eatin- g
reduces your resistance."
To which we would add when you take a
cold get rid of it as quickly as" possible. To
that you will And Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy most excellent
Sold bv Al
Druggists.
A

Bert Curless

Overland car. in good condition, for sale at a bargain. Inquire of C. E. Dannis.
Rooms For Rent Inquire at
residence on N. Mitchell St.
No invalids need apply. Mrs.

Pat O'Connell.
We solicit your patronage and

guarantee perfect satisfaction.
Phone 131.

Clovis Fuel Yard,
Chas. D Irvine Mgr.

r"

House Painting

Interior Finishing. Decorating, Tinting, Wall Papering, Etc.
Work Promptly Executed. Your Patronage Solicited.
CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO.
PHONE 254

,

Fleming Insurance Agency
Fire Insurance, Bonds
and Rentals.
Complete A stracts of Title to all lands and
town lots in Curry County. You need the best
Fire Insurance you can buy. Our aim is Service and Accuracy and your

t

L3

30

We can Sell you low rate round-tritickets
to the principal Texas resorts. It you wish
to visit in Aransas Pass, (lornus Christi or
other Central and South Texas points, call at ticket office
or phone 156 fof full information.

Notice for Publication
r.

DEJG

Low Rates To Texas

Qy

W. E. Copeland

Contest 1G61.
1 cpartmentof
the Interior. U.
land oltice at
Ft. Sumnor. N. M.. Mnv. 5th. 1913.
To FreuVric II Britten, of Ciovla, N. M. Contested;
You are horby notifli il that V ctor C. Johnson, who Hives Claude. N. M.. as his post-otHaddress did on Oct. 27, 'PIS, file In this office his
duly
application
corroborated
to content and aecure
the cancellation of your
homestead on try No.
seriaj No. 07988
made April 28. 1910 for South ha'.f, section 14
township 4 M, ltangre.il K. N. M. P. Meridian.
nnd as grounds for his lontest, he alleges that
you never i stabliahed r sidence on the land and
never placed any Impro vements thereon.
You are, therefore, ( urther notilied that the
said allegations will be taken by this office as
having been confessed by you. and your said
entry will be cancelled
thereunder
without
your further right to be heard therein, either
before this office or on appeal, if you fail to fllo
in this office within
twenty
days after the
of
notice,
t h'a)
fourth publication
hhown
below,
yuur answer,
its
unepcciflrally
der oath,
meeting and responding
to these allegations of contest, or if you fail
within that time to file in this office due proof
that you have served a copy of your answe
on the said contestant either in person, or by1
registered mail. If this service is made by the
deliveiyof a copyof your answer to the contestant in person, proof
of
such
service
must be either the said contestant's written acknowledgment of his receipt of the copy, showing: the .Int.. of its receipt, or the utrl iavit of
'hapcrs-jby whom the delivery was made
stating when and where the copy was dellver-1- ;
if made bv registered mail, proof of suah service must consist of the affidavit of the person
by whom the copy waa mailed stating when and
the post offif-- to which It was Imailed and this
affidavit must be accompanied by the postmaster's receipt for the letter.
You rhould state in your answer the name of
the poat office to which you desire future notices to be sent to you.
C. C. Henry, Register.
Date of first publication. Nov. 13, I'M
"
Nov. 20. 1913
1 ' second
"
" " third
Nov. 27. 113.
"
" " fourth
Dec.
4.
1913.

CASH

is

We use this method of notifying coal
consumers that on and after Nov. 1st
all coal will be sold for "Spot Cash"
on delivery. Troublesome collections
make this action necessary

Remember The

to-wi- t:

t:

COAL

Probate Judge and I assure you
your signatures to the petition
is more than ordinarily appreciated by myself.

1--

Mexico.
This 19th day of November,

DSC

PROTECTION

to-wi- t:

Your Collar Don't Fit
your cuffs don't match, and you
have other troubles with your
linen, simply because you persist in having them laundried in
the same old way. Try the Clovis Steam Laundry. We have
modern machinery, new methods and skilled help. Not the
slightest thing is overlooked
that will improve our business.
Is it any wonder we do so much
business?

Steam
Laundry

Clovis
uth

Main St.

Phone

48.

J!&

,

l

This 19th day of November,
E. H. Robinson.
Special Master of Court.
N

20-D1- 1.

The
Unon Mortgage Co.
V

.

...THE CLOVIS BARBER SHOP...
CRANE & WILLIAMS, Props.
First Class Work. Hot and Cold Baths
112

1--

2

South Main St.

Money! Money!

Mexico.
1913.

NEW MEXICO.

CLOVIS,

J

J - J J J J

!

J J

Clovis,

Nw

Mexico.

sasii

G

V. STEED

Undertaker

& Embalmer

Manager Clovis Cemetery
Day Phone 14.

CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO, NEWS
MARKETING

EAS, DYSPEPSIA

One

Tape's Diapepsin" settles sour,
gassy stomachs in five
minutes Time It!
Ton don't want, a slow remedy when
your stomach is bad or an uncertain
ne or a harmful one your stomach
Ja too valuable; you mustn't Injure It
Pape'a Diapepsin Is noted for Its
speed in giving relief; Its harmless-mmn- ;
Its certain unfailing action in
regulating sick, sour, gassy stomachs.
Jts millions or cures In Indigestion,
dyspepsia, gastritis and other stomach
trouble has made It famous the world
ver.
Keep this perfect stomach doctor In
your home keep It handy get a large
fifty-cen- t
case from any dealer and
itfcim If anyone should eat something
If
which doesn't agree with them;
what they eat lays like lead, ferments
and sours and forms gas; causes head-mchdizziness and nausea; eructations of acid and undigested food
remember as soon as Pape's Diapepsin
comes in contact with the stomach all
sur'h distress vanishes. Its promptness, certainty and ease In overcoming
the worst stomach disorders is a revelation to those who try It. Adv.

e,

His Occupation.
"I know a man who can supply affinities at rthort notice."
"Who Is he?"
"My shoemaker. He makes a business of giving sole mates."

THICK, GLOSSY HAIR
FREE FROM DANDROFF
Girls! Beautify Your Hair!

It

Make

Soft, Fluffy and Luxuriant
the Moist Cloth.

Try

HAY CROP

of Leading Industries
Many Parts of Country.

In

Much

Difference In Demands of Individual Markets Certain Practices
In
Baling and Marketing
Should Be Corrected.
(By H. B.

separate Industry, growing and
marketing of hay in the United States
As a

la comparatively

VARIOUS

FEEDS FOR HORSES

Desirable to Know Value of Different
Roughages In Determining en
Economical Rations.
The problem of feeding work horses
Is one Involving the economical production of energy and maintenance of
health. It Is of considerable Importance to know how much bay and how
much grain a farm horse at hard labor
should receive In order that he may
work with the greatest efficiency and
economy. With high priced grains It
Is very desirable to know the relative
value of different roughages In order
that economy may be practiced in
making up a ration for work horses.
In order to determine some of these
points a number of experiments have
been conducted at the Illinois station,
ten teams being used in the tests, with
the following results:
But little difference was obeenjpd In
the value of clover and timothy hay
when fed In conjunction with corn,
oats, oil meal and wheat bran, the
difference being slightly In favor of
clover.
gjp
The results show a slight saving 1
to mixing ground grain with chaffed
clover hay, but not sufficient to Justify
the expense.
Horses fed alfalfa and timothy ate
less grain and hay and gained slightly
more in weight than those fed clover
and timothy while doing the same
amount of labor.
per cent, less
Twenty to twenty-twgrain was required to maintain Dm

new.
Prior to 1870 marketing was a simple matter, and was carried on In a
somewhat haphazard manner. Little
hay was shipped more than 20 or 30
miles. In many instances the producer sold his product directly to the
consumer, and there was little need
for standard grades or bales or for
other trade rules.
The glowing of hay for the market
has now become one of the leading
industries In many parts of the country. It is estimated that about 22 per
cent, of the 1912 hay crop, or over
15,000,000 tons, was removed from the
farms.
There is a considerable difference In
the demands of the individual markets
In the various sections of the country
In regard to the size and weights of
the hale and the kind and grade of hay
which brings the best price. Certain
practices In baling and marketing
cause a loss to the producer, which
could be avoided If a proper adherence to the requirements of the market to which the hay is shipped were
observed.
How to dispose of low grade hay Is
a vital problem with every one who
handles this class of hay, and every
dealer has more or less of It; usually
more low grade hay than any other
kind. The shippers, receivers, and
dealers can help much in solving this
perplexing
problem., The country
buyer and shipper especially can help
materially, and should use every fair
means In his power to lessen the
Weil-Fetrouble caused by low grade hay. The
Horses.
first step In the right direction Is for
the producer to learn the different
grades of hay. It is Just as important weight of horses fed alfalfa than those
for him as It Is for the city buyer to fed timothy bay.
Horses fed corn and alfalfa ate 22
know the grades.
per cent, less grain than those fed the
If hay sella by grade In the country
ration, and lost 6 ppunda more
the man who has the poorest product mixed
In weight per head In eight weeks.
will receive less than he does now. At
The ration of corn and alfalfa cost 8
present the man who has choice hay cents
per horse per day than the
receives less than- - it is worth on the mixed less
ration.
martlet, and part of the profit which
Horses fed ground corn and oats
the shipper makes on the good hay with
wheat bran, oil meal, timothy and
must go to make up for the loss on
alfalfa hay consumed 9 per cent. less
the poor hay.
feed and gained 3 pounds more In
With the present system of Duylng weight per head In six weeks
than
hay there Is not enough difference In those fed whole corn
and oats with a
the price paid for the better grades In similar ration.
the country as compared with the
Farm work
at hard labor
price paid for the lower grades. should receive horses
from 1
to 1 8
Therefore, If the man who has No. 2 pounds of grain, and from 1 to 19k
hay receives within 50 or 75 cents of pounds of hay per 100 pounds
live
the price of his nelghbaor's choice hay weight per day. In order thatoftheir
he is satisfied and thinks that It is not weight may be maintained.
necessary to take the precautions that
his neighbor did In order to get a
Make a Compost Heap.
slight advance.
A veritable gold mine above ground
Standard grades of timothy, clover,
compost heap. Every
the
prairie hay, straw, mixed hay, and is
if he be wise will have one.
alfalfa have been adopted in the most gardener
mowings, leaves, weeds, refof the Important markets, and It Is of useLawn
the house, garbage, feathers,
from
vital importance to the producer to old
shoes, soap water, bones. Band,
know and meet the demands of the
woolen rags, wood ashes, lime plaster,
markets to which he ships.
sod, straw, etc., etc., begin a life of
usefulness In the compost heap.
It Is Weil to Know That
Alfalfa boards Itself and pays for
Should Keep Pure-BreSheep.
Pure-brethe privilege.
sheep should be kept beAlfalfa adds humus to the solL
cause they have been bred to a cerAlfalfa sod plows hard.
tain purpose, but the veriest scrub
Alfalfa sod produces good crops.
ewes crossed on a pure-bre- d
ram will
Alfalfa yields are large.
bring lambs that are a great ImproveAlfalfa hay represents quality.
ment.
Alfalfa Is best seeded without a
nurse crop.
Cares.
Alfalfa should be seeded with a
(Jetting a good orchard started Is a
drill.
step in the' right direction, but that
Alfalfa should not be pastured un- is not all. It Is only a beginning.
til well established.
Fruit growing requires care and atAlfalfa should not be pastured in tention the same as any other busithe spring, when starting growth.
ness.
o

d

Try as

you will, after an application
of Danderlne, you cannot find a single

trace of dandruff or falling hair and
Tour scalp will not itch, but what will
please you most, will be after a few
weeks' use, when you see new hair,
tine and downy at first yes but really new hair growing aU over the
scalp.
A little Danderlne immediately doubles the beauty of your hair. No difference how dull, faded, brittle and
craggy, Just moisten a cloth with

Danderlne

and

carefully

draw

it

through your hair, taking one small
strand. at a time. The effect Is Immediate and amazing your hair will
be light, fluffy and wavy, and have an

appearance of abundance; an
parable luster, softness and

incomluxuriance, the beauty and shimmer of true

hair health.
Oet a 25 cent bottle ot Knowlton'S
Danderine from any store and prove
that your hair is as pretty and soft
as any that it has .been neglected or
injured by careless treatment that's
.

Adv.

Hand

In

Hand.

"It's queer how fashions follow polities." "Do they?" "Hadn't you noticed it? Why, no sooner did the political parties begin to split than the
women came out with split skirts."

Particular.
"How do you want your eggs?"
eked the waiter.
"Soft boiled," replied the man, who
dislikes the cold storage system. "And
see that I get 'm that way. Those
you served me yesterday mornlisg
were merely thawed."

Straight

constipated,

give "California Syrup
of

Figs"

A laxative today saves a sick child
tomorrow. Children simply will not
take the time from play to empty their
bowels, which become clogged up with
waste, liver gets sluggish; stomach
our.
Look at the tongue, mother! If coated, or your child Is listless, cross, feverish, breath bad, restless, doesn't eat
heartily, full of cold or has sore throat
or any other children's ailment, give a
teaBpoor.ful
of "California Syrup of
.Figs," then don't worry, because it Is
perfectly harmless, and In a few hours
.ail this constipation poison, sour bile
and fermenting waste will gently
move out of the bowels, and you have
well, playful child again. A thorough "Inside cleansing" Is oftlmes alt
that Is necessary. It should be the
first treatment given in any sickness.
Beware of counterfeit tig syrups.
Ask at the store for a
bottle of
"California Syrup of Pigs." which has
full directions for babies, children of
plainly
all ages and for grown-up- s
printed on the bottle. Adv.
50-ce-

The New Parental Assent.
t
Harold, papa says he'll
to our marriage jusi as soon as
you pass the board ot nigentcs."
"Ob,

con-Ma-

Feeding Affects Wool.
Proper and Intelligent feeding adds
to the quality of every kind of live
stock or product the feeder may have
to put on the market. Even the wool
that comes from the back of the sheep
Is good, bad or Indifferent, according
to the manner in which it has been
fed
Splendid Poultry Run.
An apple orchard makes a splendid

run for poultry.
It furnishes shade
and protection, and the fowls can always find green food and insects
among the trees. The poultry Is also
a great benefit to the orchard, because
of their destroying the Insects, moat
Of which are harmful to the fruit.
For Bone and Muscle.
Oats and whuat contain a good percentage of the elements necessary to
build bone and muscle. The former
especially Is one of the best poultry
foods to be had.
Overworked Thin Horse.
thin horse Is as Inefficient as a sled In summer. Pluiy
of good feed is the answer.
An overworked

Most Profitable Feed.

Up.

Ankle Speaks mwt Dislocated Hit
"Iapralned my ankle and dislocated
ray blp by fsltlns; out of a third story
win "ow. Went on crutches for four
months.
Then I started to use four
Liniment, according to dlrectirne. 1
must say It Is helping- me wonderf ully.
Wewlllnerer be without Sloan's
-

flaa

Qlenns P. O., Va. "My baby's trouble began with an Itching and then
a little bump would come and she
could not rest day or night. The trouble affected her whole body.
The
bumpa festered and came to a bead
and the corruption looked like thick
matter, kind of a yellow color. The
sores Itched so badly-unti- l
It seemed
to me she would scratch herself to
pieces and then a 'sore would form
and her clothes would stick to her
body and pull off the little scab. In
some places she would scratch and
Irritate the sores until they seemed
to be large. She was affected about
a year.
"I wrote for a sample of Cutlcura
Soap and Ointment.
I bathed her
body in warm water and Cutlcura
Soap and then I applied the Cutlcura
Ointment, and they afforded relief after twice using. I bought some more
Cutlcura Soap and Ointment and inside of two weeks she was cured."
(Signed) Mrs. J. R. Greggs, Nov. 21,

. taum

SLOAN'S
LINIMENT
Kills Pain
Splendid fc Sprains.
" I fell and sprained my arm week
and was in terrible pain. I conld
not nxn my hand or arm until I applied
your Liniment.
I shall nerer be with- sa--

Pine for Stiffness.
"Sloan's Liniment has don mors
rood tt .n
r thing I hare eTer triad
for stiff Joints. I got my hand hurt so
badly that I had to stop work right In
the hnsiest time of the year. I thought
at first that I would hare to hare my
hand taken on", but I got a bottle of
Sloan's Liniment and cured my baud.'
JTiW aTAeeiW. Morru. Ala.

Sal

At all Dealers. 2 Bo,
50c. and SI. OO
Send for Sloan's
free, inaUnctire
book on horses,
cattle, hogs and

1912.

poultry.

Cutlcura Soap and Ointment sold
throughout the world. Sample of each
.
Skin Book. Address postfree.wlth
card "Cutlcura, Dept. L, Boston." Adv.

Address

32-p-

A woman seldom hits anything she
aims at especially when she throws
herself at a man's head.

Dr.rM&3&N,!ar,
MSTOH, 1ASS.

No thoughtful person usee liquid blue. It's
a pinch of blue In a large bottle of water.
Ask for Red Crou Ball Blue. Adv.

Nova Scotia's apple crop is far below normal, owing to frosty spring.

We Will
Pay You $120.00
to distribute rHigtous lltnratare In T'nircom uunlty.
days' work. Experience rot required Man or woman, op port unity for promotion. Spare time may be
Pi--

00

US'il.

laUraata-- J Hlb.e

1014 aiafc

St., rklUaielpUc

WHENEVER YOU NEED
GENERAL TONIC - TAKE GROVE'S

11

The Old Standard Grove's Tasteless

chill Tonic is Equally
Valuable as a General Tonic because it Acts on the Liver,
Drives Out Malaria, Enriches the Blood and Builds up
the Whole System. For Grown People and Children.

Vou know what you are talcing wheo yon take Grove's Tasteless cUU Tomo
as the formula is printed on every label showing that it contains the well known
tonic properties of QUININE and IRON. It is as Rong as the strongest bitter
tonic and is in Tasteless Form. It has no equal fot Malaria, Chills and Fever,
Weakness, general debility and loss of appetite. Gives life and vigor to Nursing
Mothers and Pale. Sickly Children.
Removes Biliousness
without purging.
Relieves nervous depression and low spirit. Arouses ths liver to action and
purifies the blood. A True Tonic and sure appetizer. A Complete Strengthener.
No family should be without it Guaranteed by your Druggist. We mean it 50c.
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SHOES

OR MEN AND WOMEN
But Sons' Slim In las World
S.'MQ, SISt anil $3.00
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ifsmem, styles BBS sBapee te salt eerbndy.
If you .mi elsit W.L. Douglas large tartorlee
and see for yourself how
at Brockton,
eareiaiir n .. veaaiae eases are mane, run
would then understand war ther are warranted ta
fit batter, look hotter, hold their shape aad near longer
aetata any oiner mate lor ui prise.
If w. 1.. Douslas sboa-- are not for sale (n yor YtRlnHy,
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Fruit-Growin- g

if cross, feverish,

are quickly relieved by Sloan's
Liniment. Lay It on no rubbing. Try it

SKIN TROUBLE ITCHED BADLY

d

CHILD'S TONGU E

Stiff Muscles

"They say ho'a a fine, upstanding
fellow."
"Every bar within a radius of a
mile of here knows It!" Judge.

d

MOTHER! LOOK AT

Sprains, Bruises
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"h.iw y.ni ho lo order by mall, and why yon can
Ban that W.I..
Diiiiutai name Is
tnve money on your footwear.
stamped on ths bottom. W. I- - Ilonclus, tOl apart Mmt, BrMttn, a a a.
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With hogs, especially the feedlag
that produces steady, speedy growth.
A pig that Is
Is the most profitable.
stunted In the early days of Its life
should never have a place In the
breeding herd.
What a Hen Eata.
Expertmenta have proved that a
hen in good condition will eat, on an
average three ounce of mash In the
morning, two ounces of grain at noon,
and four ounces of grain at night.

Prevent Bacteria.

Milk must
the bacteria
may get Into
tiplying to a
undesirable.

be kept cool to prevent
already In It, and whietj
it by accident, from mulpoint where ibe milk la

Dairying a Business of Detail.
Dairying Is a line of work that pays
better than almost any other tor close
attention to detail and good management.
Sheep In United States.
There are 51,000,000 sheep In the
United States

Rifles Shoot Well, Work Well and Wear Well
The rough, hard usage that hunting rifles often receive
requires them to be constructed on sound mechanical
principles and of the best materials. All Winchester
rifles are so matin. Nothing is left undone that wi.U make
them shoot well, work well, look well and wear well.
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BaMCoaeh Syrup. Tastaa QooS. Use
in Urns. Sold by Ortassiate.
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HAIR BALSAM
aHelpe
toilet preparation of merit,
to
eradicate dandruff.

For Raatoriaa Color and
BMiitrtoCrayorFaaadHaar,
IQo. and Stat at PrmrtteU.
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GINGER

A

HELP

Housewives welcome condi.
me nt

at this

Nothing Batter for

Lulla Preaerved
or Candied It Will Ba Found

Between-Seato- n

Equally Acceptable.

PURIFY

TOWN

Prompted by a spirit of emulatotn, a
number of women In tie county of
Roscommon have started a crusade
against the activities of the liquor
traffic in that territory, says a Dublin

OPERATION

During

WILL

Residents of Roscommon, Ireland,
Take Determined Stand Against
Lawbreakers

ESCAPES

8ea8on.

Desserts

WOMEN

MRS. MANGES

How She Wa Saved From
Surgeon' Knife by Lydia letter.
They have not yet adopted the
. Pinkham'ii Vegetamethoda of the women of Kansas, but there Is no doubt they
ble Compound.
are
gone
long way
ama-zonla-

There are several bet'
lulla every year when fres
llta
not at their beat. In the late autumn
there la a period when peachea. grapes,
and pears have passed their prime,
and oranges, grapefruit, apples, and
auts have not yet reached theirs.
Then the housekeeper and cook must
put their wits to work to give their
menus flavor. Preaerved ginger helps
solve the problem, so far as desserts
are concerned.
Ginger cream Is one of the good
things to make with this candled
fruit. The Ingredients needed for It
are a cupful of milk and a cupful of
cream, half an ounce of gelatine, the
yolks of three eggs, two ounces of
sugar, a little lemon Jelly, two ounces
of candled or preaerved ginger, some
diced candled fruits, and half a gill
of ginger syrup.
If you use preserved ginger, drain
off the liquid in which It la preserved
If you use candled ginger, soak It for
half an hour In Just enough water to
cover It, and then simmer It gently
for fifteen minutes. Drain and use
this syrup and use the drained ginger
where candled or preserve! ginger
la called for.
Melt the Jelly and pour It, with the
candled fruits, In the bottom of e
mold. Tip the mold from side to side
until the Jelly hardens, so that the
ginger will be held in place evenly
over the bottom of the mold. Heat
the milk In a double boiler and pour
It slowly over the egg yolks, beaten.
Then thicken this custard In th
double boiler. Remove It from the
(Ire and add the sugar and the gelatine, dissolved In the ginger syrup
Cool It. Whip the cupful of cream
add the ginger, cut In small pieces
and stand It aside until It la almost
set. Then pour It In the mold and
let It harden. Serve chilled.

1

Mogadore, Ohio. ' The first two yware
waa married I Buffered so much from
female troubles and
bearing down pains

that

t

x

r,

i

I could not

stand on my feet
long enough todo my
work. Tne doctor
said I would have to
undergo an operation, but my husband
Lydia E. Pinkham'a

Vegetable

Com-

pound first. I took
three bottles and It made me well and
strong and I avoided a dreadful opera
tion. I now have two fine healthy children, and' I cannot say too much about
has done for me.
Mrs. Leb
Manges, K. F. D. 10, Mogadore, Ohio.
Why will women take chances with
an operation or drag out a sickly, halfhearted existence,missing three-fourtof the joy of living, when they can find
health in Lydia E. I'inkham's Vegetable
hs

Compound ?

!

For thirty years it has been the standard remedy for female ills, and has restored the health of thousands of women
who have been troubled with such ailments as displacements, inflammation,
ulceration, tumors, irregularities, etc
If yon want special advice. write to
Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co. (confi
dentlal) Lynn, Mass. Tour letter will
be opened, read and answered by A
woman and held lu strict confidence

n

have
a
toward modeling their campaign on the best American lines.
The town of Roscommon has a
liquor saloon for every 20 of its
adult population, and the women feel
us provision of drlnk-ua- t
tht this ge
lng facllltli
bo removed before
e restored to a normal
the place c
state of sobriety.
They have therefore constituted
themselves a sort of vigilance society
and for the last two or threo market
days they have paraded the town looking for persons under the Influence of
drink, whom they promptly hand over
on discovery to the nearest policeman.
They also mix among the customers
in the saloons, disguised In various
ways, and report the smallest breach
of the licensing laws to the local
Judges.
What Is more surprising Is that
many of the wives and daughters of
saloonkeepers
have
the harassed
camJoined these new temperance
paigners. They feared the social ostracism that would follow a refusal to
act with the other women more than
the remonstrances of their husbands
and fathers.

Golden Key of Brick.
Prof. Stephen H. Langdon, an Oxlore, Is comford specialist In
ing here to examine the "Sumerlan"
tablets In the museum of the Unlver-cltThis heap of
of Pennsylvania.
brick fragments is esteemed as of
more value than Its weight In diamonds. Scientists the world over have
an eye upon this precious pile. It is
composed of what are known as Baby-Ioniatablets little oblong tiles of
clay so ancient
ridged and
when
in
Nine times
ten
the liver to and weather-beatethey would never
right the stomach and bowels are right.
be noticed-amon- g
the mortar scraps
CARTER'S LITTLE
of an old Philadelphia house dismanLIVER PILLS
tled. Yet these museum treasures dug
gey tly bu t fi rmly com
up from Nippur and other burial spots
pel a lazy liver
of ancient libraries situate in the
J9ffiCARTERSl
duty.
do its
neighborhood of modern Bagdad condm
KITTLE
ISP
'
Cures Con
.
SB
tain the secret of remotest civilization.
stipation, In
In them lies the golden key of knowldigestion, sMI in a
IB kills.
Sick
edge of the most primitive commerce,
Headache,
sciences and arts, possibly Including
and Distress After Eating.
the Invention of figures and letters and
SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE. the first attempt at making a language.
Philadelphl- - Press.
Genuine must hear Signature

Make the Liver
Do its Duty

On Waa Enough
Forbes Bridges, the new British poet
laureate, la a fastidious critic, and
hence sees little to admire In the commonplace verae of Alfred Noyes.
Noyes once brought to Mr. Bridges
two very long odes that he proposed
to submit to the English Review.
"I'll read them both aloud," the
young man aaid, "and afterwards you
will tell mo which Is, in your opinion,
the more likely to be accepted by the
English Review."
Poor Mr. Bridges sighed and settled
himself In his chair, and Noyes, In his
load, harsh voice, read the flrst ode. It
was very long, and at its conclusion
Mr. Bridges leaped to his feet and said
briskly:
"Now, my young friend, I can advise you. Send the other ode to the
Review."

Depressing Influence.
"And you spent several weeks at
Lake Como?"
"Yes; buf there were some people
from Indiana who took all the romance out of the place by Insisting
on calling it Lake Kokbmo."

The question of health
is largely in your own
hands. If you will only
guard

the

Stomach,

Liver and Bowels
against weakness by
the daily use of

Hosteller's
Stomach Bitters

1

You need not fear an attack of
Indigestion, Headache, Consti-

pation, Heartburn, Biliousness
or Malaria. Try a bo'tle today.

In 1950.

FREE TO ALL SUFFERERS.
you

"What makes Mrs. Wombat so
proud about her ancestry?"
"She Is the descendant of a member
of the orlgiual Floradora sextet."

If
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TH K fi EW FRENCH REMEDY. N.I
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Bronchial troubles weaken the system.
Pneumonia eometimeg follows. Bean's Mentholated Cough Drps prevent trouble.

VOW

YOURSBL9
a cwaV

for you OWN aliment. Don't
Absolutely
No'followtip'circnlar.
Dn
UKU. Co, HAVEKferOCK Rl, HAM? ft T sAU, LUN Lu H, EhftaV

There are 1,800,000 acres of land EMBLEM
under cultivation In Orange Free
State.
Live lock In exchange for 3fl0JL)
of ht riniltb reil entai .,
WANTED worth W.
U YUL'NU, Ft, Hmltk, Ark
It's easier to hear of ghosts than It
Is to see them.
W. N. U., Oklahoma City, No. 43 191S.

old-worl-

y

GASTORIA
For Infants and Children.

n

The Kind You Have
Always Bought

sun-bake- d

Baked Onions.
Peel as many good firm, medium-sizeonions as the size of your fam
lly will require.
Put them into a
saucepan and parboil until tender, not
done. Remove and drain water care
fully off. Then place In a deep baking dish, close enough together sc
Season
that they will Just swell.
with salt, pepper and a few tiny
piece of butter, Cover with a layer ol
finely rolled bread crumbs, drop two
or three pieces of butter on these
A Soft Answer, Etc.
pour over all one cup of cream or
Toung Wife, pettishlyYou always
rich milk and bake until the crumbs
seemed to have plenty of money beare a rich golden brown. .Hake In a
moderate oven. Remove and serve Foley Kidney Pills Relieve fore we were married.
Loving Husband It waa only aeem-ing- .
In individual dishes, either plain or
inthe
promptly
suffering
due
to
weak,
1 had very little.
with a white sauce.
active kidneys and painful bladder action.
Young Wife And you told me you
They offer a powerful help to nature
Reaaolea.
in building up the true excreting kid- expected to be rich.
Laving Husband I am rich, my
Chop fine some cold lamb or m". ney tissue, in restoring normal action
ton, season and add half aa much and in regulating bladder irregularities. dear. I've got you.
She subsided. Yonkers Statesman.
bread crumbs as there Is meat; mois- Try them.
egg
or
a
a
ten with
little
Make the Most of Opportunity
thickened gravy; press Into small
Variously Employed.
Is no day too poor to bring
There
egg cups, turn them out Into a baking
corpus
of
Is
one
"The writ
habeas
pan; put a little bit of beef dripping of the safeguards of human liberty." us an opportunity, and we are never
we can afford to spurn
or butter on the top of each ressole
"Sometimes It's that," replied Judge so rich that
and bake In a hot oven about twenty Shollbark, "and sometimes it is only what the day brings. Opportunities
minutes. Serve with thickened gravy a means for the ostentatious display for character always bloom along the
pathway of our duty and make it fragor tomato sauce.
of wealth."
rant even when it Is thorny. Samuel
J. Burrows.
Rain Spots on Velvet.
SAGE TEA AND SULPHUR
Do not brush but shake the velvet
Fly Caused Serious Fire.
DARKENS YOUR GRAY HAIR
Its
and let the water evaporate.
A fly caused a fire In a large house
original luster can be readily re
at Westport, New Zealand, not long
atored by rubbing with a clean damp Look Years Younger! Try Grandma'
since. The fire, by which the house
Recipe of Sage and Sulphur
cloth.
wrs burned to the ground, was due to
and Nobody Will Know.
the fly which escaped from a burning
Pretty Garnish.
Almost everyone knows that Sage mass from a gas Jet into which it had
A pretty garnish for salads Is may
flown, and alighted on the window
onnaise Jelly. Melted gelatin la add- Tea and Sulphur, properly compounded to the mayonnaise and then the ed, brings back the natural color and curtains, set them ablaze.
dressing Is allowed to harden. Cuf lustre to the hair when faded, streaked
Severe Rheumatism
or gray; also ends dandruff. Itching
Into cubes as one would asplo Jelly.
scalp and stops falling hair. Years
Drove Hill, Ala.: Hunt's Lightning
ago the only way to get this mixture Oil cured my wife of a severe case
Favorite Salad.
of
Turn boiling water over firm rlp was to make it at home, which la
my
Rheumatism
and
friend
toothof
tomatoes for a moment, then drain mussy and troublesome.
Nowadays we simply ask at any ache. I surely believe it Is good for
then pour cold water over them anc
drain again. Slice eold beets and alec drug store for "Wyeth's Sage and Sul- all you claim for It. A. R. Stringer.
the tomatoea. Arrange lettuce leavei phur Hair Remedy." You will get a 25 and 50c bottles. All dealers. Adv.
Then place a allce oi large bottle for about E0 cents. Everyon a platter.
beet on each leaf, and sprinkle with i body uses this old, famous recipe, beA Chronic Thirst.
little salt and pepper. Now place i cause no one can possibly tell that
"There is nothing In a name."
lice of tomato on the beet, then an' you darkened your hair, ae It does It
"Certainly not. I know a man named
other allce of beet, then tomato, ther so naturally and evenly. You dampen Sprinkle whose throat Is Invariably
five
slices, wits a sponge or soft brush with It and dry-beet, until there are
beet at top and bottom, aeaaonlnt draw this through your hair, taking
each one. Juat before serving pout one small strand at a time; by mornSome women are so
ing the gray hair disappears, and that they tremble every time anybody
over the aalad dreaalng.
your
after another application or two,
happens to mention art
Hard Baucs.
hair becomes beautifully dark, thick
cup of butter untl' ard glossy and you look years younger.
Cream one-thiLiquid biue is a weak, solution. Avoid
Adv.
very soft, gradually add one cupful o
It Buy Red Cross Ball Blue, the blue that's
blue. adv.
all
augar
and contlnut
lfted powdered
There are now more than 1.800
beating until the sauce la light and
Broplanos in regular at active serv- The father of twins knows whether
creamy. Flavor with one teaspoonfu
wo can live cheaper than one.
on
or
lemon
Juice.
Pile
vanilla
i
of
fancy plate, chill and serve at tabW
with hot pudding.
I

ALCOH0L-- 3 PER CENT
Vegetable Preparation for As
similating the Food and Reguia
ting the Stomachs and Bowels of

rd

rYouruttelnsrwSJriH

Bears the
Signature

Promotes Digcstion,Cheerful-nes- s
and Re st Con tai ns ne ither
Opium, Morphine nor Mineral

Not
WaV

of

Narc otic

toiH DrSAMvcimrrat

Anil SnJ
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perfect Remedy for Constipation , Sour Stomach, Diarrhoea
Worms .Convulsions Fever i
and LOSS OF SLEEP
A

sh-ne- ss

well-beate-

To Keep Pareley Freah.
Instead of keeping parsley In water
which often turn It yellow, put It In
an airtight Jar In a cool place. This
Jtaepa It freah for a much longer Una

you

I

to

99

Distlnguiahed Lineage.

It was

n

"

it It's up

Facsimile S:gnatuit of

JLfV

y

For Over

Thirty Years

The Ccntaur Company,

NEW YORK.

Guaranteed under the Fopdasj)

lit
Use

GASTORIA

Exact Copy of Wrapper.

tnbj o a mt a u

t

ooMainr, Kin vona oitv.

Shipping Fever
Inflnanu. Dink era. AnlsooUfl.dtsTtemiMr.sUMl all noca a.n1 ttama,t rrtanauteai
and all others, no matter now "nx nosed," kept from bavlna any of
with HPOHN'8 MOUIW OIHTKMPKR !HKK. Tuiwtd
bottle fit a ran teed to do so. Best tnassjs
Nl often core a case One
ior oroud mares, acu on me uiooa. quo ana si a Dome, ss ana
dosen bottles. lrugglsu and harness shops. DUtribnturs -- ALL
balm imuuuurrs.
BPOHN MEDICAL CO.,
dlaeftSM

as.

5

Ctaomlfts and

ntriuloKlsta,
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New Certain Liver Remedy that

Puts Calomel Out of Business
Prom Hot Sprlns. Ark., where the
Beat Medical Brains In America art)
Located No Mora Constipation.
To relieve constipation with violent
remedies that simply force tbeir way
through the bowels is easy but how about
the niter effect of such strenuous treatment?
The people of America are now offered
a Liver, Stomach and Bowel remedy by
.Tame HOT SPRINGS LIVER BUTTONS,
that is a certain care far constipation.
They are gentle in their action and give
speedy and blissful relief.

They are so good for all Liver, StomaeS
end Bowel ailments that famous phyaV
ciana in Hot Springs, Ark., prescribe tbeaa.
because they know of nothing better.
They are a grand tonic. They build yr-up- ;
make you eat, sleep and work better.
They
drive aallowneaa, pimples aaal
blotches from the akin and are eplendK
for headache, dizziness and nervousness.
All real drug store
carry H O T"
SPRINGS LIVER BUTTONS 85
.
Your money back If they are not joe t
grand.
Free sample and 100 of our 17,000 testimonials from Hot Spring Chemical Cft

Letter From Bulgaria.
(Continued from last week.)
Bailiff was not dead and nev

er lost consciousness for a

sin-

gle second, though he was
losing blood frejly ard was
suffering greatly in spirit and
body. He said that Hristo, the
man who attempted to kill him,
was a Roumanian from Strum-nitza- ,
an acquaintance of his
for whom he had acted as security several times in business
He
said that
transactions.
Hristo's face, as he struck him,
had lost the look of a human
face, that it wa9 transformed
into the face of a brute. After
Mr. Bailoff
all was finished,
still lay absolutely quiet for a
long time, until he heard a bullet whittle past his head. He
raised up and saw the Bulgarfiring into the
ian infantry
town from the hill just opposite
the window of the gymnasium
So he got up, went into another
room full of dead bodies, and
saw a man sitting up, his face
ghastly and his body and clothes
saturated with blood, The man
got up and the two made their
way among the bodies in all
the rooms. These were twenty
f
of the 200 still alive. Mr.
said
it was a gruesome
spectacle to see a man "here and
there extricate himself from
the dead bodies around, under
aad on top of him, and to see
other men make the attempt to
get up, but groan and lie down
again to die. Seven besides
himself were able to get away.
They said goodbye to the dying
and left them. He and bis companion made their way to the
hill ivst evacuated bv the Bulgarian soldiers, who had pushed
further into the city by now.
In a very few minutes. Mr.
Baileff had to let the other seven go on ahead, for he was the
worst wounded and could not
keep up with them. He soon
came across a Bulgarian officer
who was suspicious of him.
Mr. Baileff couldn't say a word
for his throat was bleeding inside and out. By signs he got
a pencil and papr. and wrote
his name and the number af his
regiment. The officer took him
along, but he had to walk most
of tne way for 24 hours with-au- t
a bite to eat, and losing
blood all the while bafore getting to a place of safety, and
there he had to wait twelve
days for medical aid
After
leaving the hospital, he fell in
with a band of refugees, among
which he happily found his wife
and baby. They journeyed on
Bai-lef-

to be misrepresented so everywhere.
We foreigners, whose word
can be depended upon, and
who are in possession of facts
not known to the worle feel
that we must do all we can to
set things right. Bulgaria
needs more sympathy
than ever before. She is bearing her defeat, oh so bravely
add optimistically.

THANKSGIVING
""""'"

"""""

I

We are thankful for the many goad things that we
have received during the past twelve months. Also
thankful for the way our business has grown in the last
year; and I want to thank each and every one of our
friends and customers for the trade they have given us.
Linen Table Covers etc.

20

We have a nice assortment of Linen
Towels, Table Covers and Scarfs.
Some of these have beantiful designs worked on them; others are
stamped for working. These will
make nice Xmas presents. They

This week only we will give this
discount on our Furs, and positively
after that they will be sold at their
regular prices.
BROCADED SILKndELVET

are priced at

Priced, per yard

25c to $1 .50

per cent Discount on

Edith

Concerning Taxes.

p(JRS

We liaveMiavp received some more new
.

$1.25

MEN'S and BOY'S SUITS
Now is the time to buy your Suit for Thanksgiving, as
we have a complete line of Men's and Boy's Suits, and
can fit yourself as well as your purse. You won't want
Come in
to eat Turkey without having a new suit.
and let us show you.

W. I. LUIKART & CO.
Store Closed Thanksgiving Day.

till they reached Sofia, but the
baby died on the way. He took
the handkerchief from his neck
and showed us the scars left
from the haggling. He told his
story to Professor Militage,
Professor of history in the University of Sofia. Prof. Militage
got hold of the other seven who
escaped alive, and who also had
fled to Sofia. The 8 stories
agreed; and since Mr. Baileff
had not seen the other seven
since he left them on the hill,
the story Is proved to be true.
Bourchier, correspondent for
the London Times, before
Sofia was cut off, sent a telegram to his paper to the effect
that the Greeks were committing awful atrocities on the Bulwas
garians. The telegram
tampered with and the world
that the
read the leeport
Greeks were the victims of Bui- -

Headquarters
for
Christmas
Gifts

garian atrocities, Several telegrams were then
tampered
case,
one
In
as
a result,
with.
ridiculous
statement was
the
Bulgarians had
the
made that
burned Bansco a thing hardly
likely,
considering that the
Bansco population is pure Bulgarian.
Mr. Boyadjieff, son of two of

two of our oldest church members here in Samokov, tells that
he stood on a hill at Mollnik,
the day after the last peace
was signed, and watched on all
sidts Bulgarian villages burning, having been set fire to by
the Greeks.
Evidently, from the beginning,
the Greeks and Serbs had it in
mind to keep to the Balkan alliance only so long as it served
--

their own selfish interests. All
oyer Macedonia, ambuscades
and earthworks, cleverly- - concealed by wheat "fields etc.
built by Greeks and Serbs are
being found.
There is in print here a book
facsimiles of Greek letters writ
ten by Greek soldiers during
the recent war to their home
folks. The letters were captured by the Bulgarians in the
post, In the letters, the soldiers write of the atrocities they
how they
wei'e committing,
pulled out the eyes and tongues
of their victims and cut off their
arms, ears and legs. A French
translation is given under each
lettur. A Greek himself in
RustehuK translated the Greek
into Bulgarian.
The husband of one of our
teachers tells of how, before the
siege of Adrianople. the Bulgarians put a lighted lantern
of a donkey and placed the
donkey in a strategic position.
The Turks spent the night firing at the unfortunate donkey.
Miss Kirova,
sister of our
mnsic teacher, was in Yamboul
during the time of the worst

Gresk
atrocities.
She with
many others fled because some
Greeks dressed as Bulgarian
officers rode into town with the
news that the Greeks were
coming. Then just a handfu
of them went in and pillaged
the town.
Major Venedikof, from Samokov, gave
us his opinion of
war. He says it is a terrible
thing. He says he feels like a
murder and ye be had to be
loyal to his country, and he
must command his soldiers to
kill in order not to
be killed.
He said that his friend and companion of 23 years
was shot
down before
his eyes. His
companion tried to speak, but
could not and died in
the attempt, The Major said his
heart sank
bu t there was
nothing to be done.
Mr. Katsunaf, a Protestant,
and graduate of Robert Collage,
who was in three battles between Stheep and Kochene,
tells of how merciful the Bulgarian soldiers were to the
whom
they had just
wounded in battle -- how, tho
tired from the fight, they tenderly lifted the wounded Serba
and carried them to the hospital. Mr. Katzunof
said they
never swallowed a bitterer pill
than when they retreated when
they were on the point of victory, by an order from their
own government.
When the
Greeks entered
Ser-vie-

Doinan,

the

Denver, Colo. Nov. 6, 1913.
John F. Taylor.
County Treasurer.
Clovis, New Mexico.
Dear Sir:
Supplementing our letter to
you of the 30th ult. concerning
the collection of penalty on
taxes net paid before December
1st, we hnve to say. that the
Attorney General has now given us his opinion that it is incumbent upon each individual
tax payer to call at the Treasurer's office on or before December 1st and express his
willingness to pay his taxes
before he can be relieved from
the penalty imposed by law.
The Attorney General goe3 further and suggests that in those
counties where the tax rolls are
not avilable before December
1st and express his willingness to pay his taxes before he
can be relieved from the penalty imp ised by law. The Attorney General goes further and
suggests that in those counties
where the tax rolls are not
completed but it is still necessary for tax payers wishing
to escape the legal penalty to
call at his office and
offer to
pay taxes. This will, no doubt,
satisfy the law and for all practical purposes at least relieve
the Treasurer's bond from any
liability on account of the failure to collect the penalty.
We
suggest, therefore,
you
that
cause the insertion of this notice in some one of your papers
provided the tax rolls will not
be available on or before the
Mr.

pasterns in Brocaded Silk and Velvet
.

Douglass.

L.

ns

inhabitants were

prevented
by
from fleeing
she road by shrapnell
being
showered upon them and by
the lake, by having their crowded boats sunk by canon shots.
Cur Protestant work was flourishing there, so we feel especially bad over the Greek occupation.
Please read at least parts of
this letter to as many people as
possible, for Bulgaria ought not

date specified.

Kindly let us know if you have
done or propose doing this.
Very truly yours,
Jacob Edmonson, Manager
Mr. Curren:

This letter, I suppose must
guide me in the collection of
the 1913 taxes, and for the benefit of the public, I submit this
letter for publication ' in your
paper.
Yours truly,
Jno. F. Taylor.
Treasurer and
Tax
Collector, Curry County, N. M.
Ex-offic-

io

It is Cheaper to

Get a License.
Section 12 of the state game
laws provides that no person
shall at any time shoot, hunt
or take in any manner any
game which is by law protected
in this state without first having in his possession a hunting
license for the year in which
such shooting or hunting is
u me. And Section 54 says that
"Any person violating the
provisions of this act shall be
punished by a fine of not less
than ($50.00) dollars nor more
(than $100.00) dollars, or by
imprisonment
not less than
thirty (30) days nor more than
ninety (90) days, r both at
the discretion of the Court."
License may be obtained from
Mr. Nichols, deputy game warden at the Cash Shoe Store.
Ct
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